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The Woodturning
Workshop
Axminster Lathes and Chucks offer the 
professional or hobbyist woodturner an 
unrivalled selection of top quality machinery 
and accessories from which to choose. We are 
confident that our range of equipment is the 
finest that any turner will come across, be it for 
business or the sheer pleasure of seeing those 
shavings spiralling away from the gouge.

AXMINSTER

SERIES
Hobby
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The Trafalgar Way, Axminster, Devon EX13 5SN   Tel: 01297 35058
Winchester Road, Basingstoke, Hampshire RG22 6HN   Tel: 01256 637477 
Valegate Retail Park, Copthorne Way, Cardiff CF5 6EH   Tel: 02920 025000
Lincoln Road, Cressex Business Park, High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire HP12 3FF   Tel: 01494 885480
North Shields Retail Park, Norham Road, North Shields. NE29 7UJ    Tel: 01915 005966
Hamilton Way, Bermuda Trade Park, Nuneaton, Warwickshire CV10 7RA   Tel: 02476 011402
Sheppey Way, Bobbing, Sittingbourne, Kent ME9 8QP   Tel: 01795 437143
Gateway 49 Trade Park, Kerfoot Street, Warrington, Cheshire WA2 8NT   Tel: 01925 595888

A selection of our lathes, tools and accessories  
are displayed throughout our stores.

Axminster Woodturning

Get more out of your workshop - learn with experts
Wide range  of 1, 2 and 5 day courses available

For up-to-date course information and availability 
axminsterskillcentre.co.uk

Skill Centre Courses

Buy with confidence from Axminster

The Axminster Woodturning range...

If you’re a pen turner or someone who prefers to make the largest bowls or hollow forms, 
we pride ourself on carrying an enormous range of lathes, turning tools, accessories, 
sundries as well as project kits suitable for a wide variety of woodturning, crafts and 
associated hobbies. Whether you turn for pleasure or for profit you will find everything 
you could possibly need at Axminster. We also run a number of courses for all abilities 
covering many different facets of the turner’s art; to ensure you get the very best out of 
your tools and craft we recommend one of our popular courses in the Skill Centre.

The Four Essentials of Woodturning
Page 4 and onwards to see the full range of Axminster lathes.
Page 14 to 31 to read about chucks and accessories.
The complete range of Axminster turning tools begins on page 32.
The last section on Personal Protective Equipment  starts on page 40.



WHAT TO LOOK FOR IN A WOODTURNING LATHE
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Bowl and Spindle Turning - In spindle turning, 
the project is turned between both centres 
(headstock and tailstock). The headstock alone is 
used for bowl turning. A swivelling headstock is 
an advantage as it can overhang the bed so that 
larger bowls can be turned.

Budget - Fix your budget and buy a lathe which 
includes the necessary starter kit and associated 
equipment. Some of our lathes are now provided 
with an optional Woodturning Starter Package, 
where everything needed to get going is 
provided in a convenient storage container. 

Size - buy the largest lathe you can which will fit the 
workshop or place of use. Small objects can be turned on a 
larger lathe but the capacity of a smaller lathe is limited by 
the ‘swing’ (the distance from the spindle centre to the lathe 
bed) and the distance between centres.

Mass - Lathes are made from cast iron and steel 
which provides a strong, heavy platform for 
turning. The greater the mass of the lathe, the 
better it’s ability to ‘damp’ out vibrations.

Bearings - sealed bearings are desirable and 
should be large enough to withstand the stresses 
and strains imposed by turning.

Spindle - look for a 
spindle which is as 
large as possible

Headstock & Tailstock - There should be hollow 
head and tailstocks to allow  driving centres and 
other accessories to be easily removed. Both 
should slide smoothly and using one hand only, 
they should be quick to clamp in the right position.

Lathe Bed - Avoid 
small diameter, round 
bars; the bed should 
offer adequate 
support to the head 
and tailstock.

Health and Safety - It’s very difficult to extract 
the large quantities of lathe waste produced as 
it’s propelled forwards towards the turner, hence 
he or she should ensure that they are adequately 
protected. The Evolution smock (10653) is highly 
recommended as it has short sleeves, a covered 
zip and velcro neck flap to stops the ingress of 
chippings. A full face shield (500080) (or suitable 
eye protection) should be worn as well as a good 
face mask or respirator. The APF 10 Evolution 
Powered Respirator (101809) is superb and as well 
as a polycarbonate visor for eye protection, it will 
also provide a filtered supply of cool, clean air.

Dimensions - the two critical ones are the 
distance between centres and the height over the 
lathe bed.

Tool Rest and Banjo - check that the banjo 
clamps easily to the bed and that the tool rest is 
strong enough to give adequate support.

Motor and Lathe Speed - the motor should 
be of sufficient power and be provided with an 
NVR. Power is transmitted by either a pulley belt 
system or electronic variable speed or sometimes 
a combination of both.
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Axminster Hobby Series  
AH-1218VS Woodturning Lathe (see page 6)

Axminster Skill Centre tutor 
and professional woodturner,  
Colwin Way finishes the last 
of a batch of bowls. 
He is turning the inside of a 
sycamore bowl using a 9mm 
(3/8'') bowl gouge. The bowl has 
a 230mm (9'') diameter. The lathe 
will turn pieces with a diameter of 
up to 300mm(12'').
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AXMINSTER HOBBY SERIES LATHES

The AWSL Woodturning Lathe is a small hobby lathe with five 
spindle speeds. 

It has turning capacities of 240mm diameter and 440mm between 
centres. It’s particularly appealing for the newcomer to turning 
who has a limited budget available and only enough space for a 
small lathe. The headstock, bed and tailstock are constructed of 
heavy cast iron whilst the 375W induction motor has more than 
enough power for the type of projects likely to be produced on 
a lathe of this size. The five spindle speeds give a useful range of 

between 760-3,200rpm. Both the headstock spindle and tailstock 
barrel are bored to take 2MT accessories, with the spindle having 
the familiar 1” x 8tpi thread.  The tailstock also has a hollow 
barrel to enable long hole boring. The lathe is supplied with an 
Axminster drive, a revolving tailstock centre, a 75mm diameter 
faceplate and a 150mm tool rest. 

It should be noted that the distance between centres will vary 
and be dependent on the type of centres or accessories used.

AWSL Woodturning Lathe code: 501245
Power 375W
Speed (5) 760-3,200rpm
Spindle Taper 2MT
Spindle Thread 1” x 8tpi (Ref T04M)
Taper Tailstock 2MT
Distance Between Centres 440mm(17”),  
 965mm(38”) with extension
Max Diameter over Bed 240mm
Tool Rest Stem Diameter 16mm
Overall L x W x H 865 x 205 x 365mm
Weight 38kg

SPECIFICATIONS

BED EXTENSION

Bed Extension 503035
 Code

240mm diameter turning 
capacity, 440mm between centres

Camlock tailstock 
locking lever

Mini live revolving centre not included.
Please go to page 30 for this and many 
other tail stock options

Headstock, bed and 
tailstock constructed 
of heavy cast iron

375W 1ph 230V 
smooth running 
induction motor

Five spindle speeds, 
760 - 3,200 rpm

Axminster AWSL Lathe & SK100 Starter Kit  717922
Axminster AWSL Lathe & SK80 Starter Kit 717926

 Code

SK100 Starter Kit  101966
SK80 Starter Kit 101969

 Code

•  One piece stainless steel body 
80mm diameter

•  Durable stainless steel body
•  Jaw movement controlled by 

toothed key
•  Choice of 2 mounting threads
•  Supplied with accessory mounting 

jaws and a standard chuck key
•  A range of jaw options are available
•  For more information on chucks, 

see page 31

•  80mm or 100mm  
Axminster clubman  
chuck and accessories

•  Set includes chuck,  
dovetail jaws (C),  
matching faceplate  
ring and screw chuck

•  Made in Axminster using CNC production techniques
•  Direct threaded chuck body ensures concentricity
•  Stainless steel for maximum corrosion resistance
•  Chuck features our SafetyJaw accessory mounting jaws
•  Packed into a strong plastic storage box

STARTER KITS

LATHE AND STARTER KIT PACKAGE DEAL

CLUBMAN SK80 CHUCK code: 504546

http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-hobby-series-awsl-woodturning-lathe-501245?sel=501245
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-clubman-sk80-woodturning-chuck-ax919059
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-woodturning-starter-kit-sk100-chuck-package-ax962267?sel=101966
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-woodturning-starter-kit-sk80-chuck-package-ax962272?sel=101969
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-awsl-woodturning-lathe-woodturning-starter-package-package-deal-ax964069?sel=717922
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-awsl-woodturning-lathe-woodturning-starter-package-package-deal-ax964069?sel=717926
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-hobby-series-bed-extension-for-awsl-awvsl-lathes-503035?sel=503035
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For those looking for slightly larger capacities and more motor 
power than is normally found on small bench top lathes this 
would be a great choice. 

Made almost entirely of cast iron, the bed of this lathe has a finely 
ground top surface which ensures stability and minimal vibration 
during use. The thick walled cast iron headstock and tailstock 
provide rigidity, and will give years of trouble-free turning pleasure. 
The hollow tailstock (9mm bore) allows long-hole boring to take 
place using a standard long-hole boring auger, and features 
automatic ejection of centres. Quick release levers allow for easy 
and accurate positioning of the tool rest and tailstock. The lathes 
are powered by a 500W motor, which is smooth and quiet during 
operation. The AH-1218 has a choice of five belt ratios and the 
AH-1218VS features electronic variable speed utilising two speed 
ranges for maximum torque at lower speeds. The spindle nose 

has the very common 1” x 8tpi thread and a 2MT internal taper, 
so a large range of accessories are available for these lathes. An 
indexing pin can be located into the headstock to provide indexing 
at 15° intervals. (This should not be used as a spindle lock). 

Solid rubber feet help to eliminate movement where in operation. 
The tailstock barrel has 50mm of movement and includes a 2MT 
live centre. An additional bed extension is available, giving an extra 
capacity of 670mm between centres. These are great lathes for 
those looking for that bit of extra power and capacity, but retaining 
portability.

Supplied with Axminster drive and live centres, 150mm tool 
rest, 75mm faceplate and indexing pin.

N.B. The distance between centres will vary and be dependent 
on the type of centres or accessories used.

AXMINSTER HOBBY SERIES LATHES

SPECIFICATIONS

BED EXTENSION

Bed Extension 504511
 Code

Power 500W (230V)
Speed (2) 500-2,040 and 1,000-4,080
Spindle Taper 2MT
Spindle Thread 1” x 8tpi (Ref T04M)
Taper Tailstock 2MT
Distance Between Centres 457mm
Max Diameter over Bed 305mm
Tool Rest Stem Diameter 16mm
Overall L x W x H 820 x 440 x 280mm
Weight 40kg

AH-1218VS Woodturning Lathe code: 505021

Hollow tailstock 
(9mm bore)

Popular 1’ x 8tpi thread, 
huge range of fitments

Heavy duty cast iron bed 
ensures minimal vibration

Variable speed with 
spindle speeds from 
500 to 4,080rpm

SK100 Starter Kit  101966
SK80 Starter Kit 101969

 Code

Axminster AH-1218VS Lathe & SK100 Starter Kit 717924
Axminster AH-1218VS Lathe & SK80 Starter Kit 717928

 Code

STARTER KITS

LATHE AND STARTER KIT PACKAGE DEAL

http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-hobby-series-ah-1218vs-woodturning-lathe-505021?sel=505021
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-woodturning-starter-kit-sk100-chuck-package-ax962267?sel=101966
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-woodturning-starter-kit-sk80-chuck-package-ax962272?sel=101969
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-ah-1218vs-woodturning-lathe-woodturning-starter-package-package-deal-ax964079?sel=717924
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-awsl-woodturning-lathe-woodturning-starter-package-package-deal-ax964069?sel=717926
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-hobby-series-bed-extension-for-ah-1218-ah-1218vs-lathes-504511?sel=504511
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AXMINSTER HOBBY SERIES LATHES

SPECIFICATIONS

Power 750W
Speed 500-2,000rpm
Spindle Taper 2MT
Spindle Thread 1” x 8tpi (ref T04M)
Taper Tailstock 2MT
Distance Between Centres 1,100mm (43.3”)
Max Diameter over Bed 370mm
Tool Rest Stem Diameter 25.4mm
Overall L x W x H 1,680 x 470 x 1,155mm
Weight 97kg

Four major features set this lathe apart, firstly the centre 
height is a full 185mm resulting in an impressive 370mm(14”) 
maximum turning diameter over the bed. 

This lathe has the capacity to turn larger diameter bowls without 
the need to rotate the head. Secondly, the distance between 
centres is a 1,100 mm which makes it superb for turning longer 
spindles and similar items such as lamp components. The third 
important point is that the swivelling headstock is also free to 
slide along the length of the bed, giving the facility to locate it in 
the most convenient position to suit the item being turned. Finally, 

the AWVSL1000 Woodturning Lathe possesses a more powerful 
motor to match the larger capacities. 

This lathe is an accomplished machine with enough capacity 
to suit the most demanding hobbyist woodturner and it’s now 
supplied with a pair of Axminster centres, plus a 4 prong drive 
as well as a revolving tailstock centre, a 150mm faceplate, an 
outboard tool rest extension together with a 300mm tool rest 
and stand. 

It should be noted that the distance between centres will vary 
and be dependent on the type of centres or accessories used.

AWVSL1000 Woodturning Lathe code: 501268

750W 1ph 230V 
induction motor

Variomatic 
speed control 
500-2,000rpm

Swivelling 
headstock 
indexed at 
45° and 90°

Distance between 
centres 1,100mm

Complete with floor stand, 4-prong 
drive centre, revolving centre, 
faceplate, tool rest extension and 
300mm tool rest

Cast iron 
construction, 
bed, head and 
tailstock Headstock and 

tailstock have two 
Morse tapers,  
1” x 8tpi spindle 
thread

Swivelling headstock can be 
locked into position

Headstock is free to slide along the length 
of the bed

STARTER KIT

Axminster AWVSL1000 Lathe & SK100 Starter Kit 717925 
 Code

SK100 Starter Kit  101966
 Code

LATHE AND STARTER KIT PACKAGE DEAL

•  Made in Axminster using CNC production techniques
•  Direct threaded chuck body ensures concentricity
•  Stainless steel for maximum corrosion resistance
•  Chuck features our SafetyJaw accessory mounting jaws
•  Set includes dovetail jaws (C), matching faceplate ring and 

screw chuck
•  Packed into a strong plastic storage box

http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-hobby-series-awvsl1000-woodturning-lathe-501268?sel=501268
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-woodturning-starter-kit-sk100-chuck-package-ax962267?sel=101966
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-awvsl1000-woodturning-lathe-sk100-woodturning-starter-package-package-deal-717925?sel=717925
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Axminster Trade Series  
AT1628VS Woodturning Lathe 
(see page 12)

Axminster Skill Centre tutor 
and professional woodturner 
Colwin Way is turning a 
piece of green sycamore 
200x300mm which will 
eventually become a vase. 
With the lathe, he is using an 
Axminster Evolution SK114 Chuck 
and Type G Dovetail Gripper Jaws.  
He starts to turn at a speed of 
500rpm as initially the log is quite 
unbalanced and then increases the 
speed as it becomes more even.
There is no need for Colwin to 
wear a face mask as the timber 
is wet and comes off in ribbons 
instead of creating dust. Use of a 
coarse abrasive at a later stage will 
help the log dry out.
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This lathe has been purpose built for pen and small project 
turning, even on a commercial scale. 

It is compact, but being made almost entirely from cast iron it 
has the weight and vibration absorbing qualities that only add 
to the turning experience. The main feature for pen turning is the 
ER20 collet chuck fitted to the spindle nose. This is an extremely 
accurate method of work or tool holding, the clamping being 
concentric every time. The design of the Precision Pro is based on 
a highly accurate watchmakers lathe.

We have designed and included a unique pen mandrel for this 
lathe which creates grip onto the pen blank without exerting 
compression force onto the mandrel spindle, allowing it to run 
freely. The mandrel is held between the collet chuck and a special 
hollow tailstock drive centre, the bore of which closely fits the 
mandrel spindle allowing no play, the tailstock barrel being wound 
out to create grip onto the pen blank. The mandrel can hold one 
or two pen blanks at a time, saving time if a bulk batch needs to 
be produced. The lathe is powered by a 375W brush motor, being 
controlled by a very well made PCB and giving a spindle speed 
range of 400-3,600rpm. The spindle is supported within two over-
sized ball bearings, running without discernible vibration. The tool 
rest holder is also in cast iron, with a cam lock clamp and ratchet 
style levers. Two tool rests are provided, 80 and 150mm. 

The tailstock is again in cast iron, with a smooth lead screw giving 
around 35mm of movement. This is a superb pen and small project 
lathe, quiet, smooth running and able to run all day if required. 
Perfect for the workshop or to take around the craft fair circuit. 
Accessories available as extras include a light pull drive, polishing 
mop arbor, 3/8” & 5/8” four prong drive centres, 1 1/2” woodscrew 
chuck and 2” faceplate.

Supplied with collet spanner, pen mandrel, 80 & 150mm tool 
rests and a centre knock-out bar.

Precision Pro Lathe    code: 508477

SPECIFICATIONS

Precision pen and 
small project lathe 
for serious pen and 
project making

Unique pen mandrel supplied, 
ensures accurate, stress free turning

Cast iron construction 
for smooth, vibration 
free running

Spindle nose has an ER20 
collet chuck integrated for 
accuracy

Smooth, powerful 
brush type motor 
gives a wide range 
of spindle speeds

Power 375W 230V 
Speed 400-3,600rpm
Spindle Taper N/A - ER20 Collet
Spindle Thread 24mm x 1.0mm
Taper Tailstock 1MT
Distance Between Centres 250mm
Max Diameter over Bed 150mm
Tool Rest Stem Diameter 12.5mm
Overall L x W x H 699 x 315 x 270mm
Weight 22kg

Precision Pro Light Pull Drive 101511
 Code

• Light pulls - a great way of using up odd bits of timber!
• Friction drive with 1/8”, 1/4”, 3/8”, 1/2” and 5/8” steps
• Extended to keep work well away from headstock
• Fits the Precision Pro pen lathe only

Precision Pro  
Woodscrew Chuck 38mm

1 1/2” (38mm) Wood Screw Chuck  101515
 Code

• 38mm(1.1/2”) diameter
• Stainless steel screw
• Thread form developed for maximum grip
• Faces have slightly raised rim to ensure firm 
location of timber
• Suitable for the Precision Pro pen lathe only

Precision Pro 
Drive Centres

3/8” (9.5mm) Four Prong Drive Centre 101538
5/8” (16mm) Four Prong Drive Centre 101534

 Code

• Four prong drive centres to suit the Precision Pro pen lathe
• Available in two sizes: 3/8” (9.5mm) and 5/8” (16mm)
• 12mm parallel shank to fit collet chuck
• Will require a 11-12mm collet, (910214)

PRECISION PRO ACCESSORIES

Precision Pro 
Light Pull Drive

Precision Pro 
Polishing Mop 
Arbour

Precision Pro Polishing Mop Arbour 101521
 Code

•  12mm parallel shank arbour with tapered screw for 
mounting a polishing mop

• Fits the Precision Pro lathe only

AXMINSTER TRADE SERIES LATHES

http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-trade-series-precision-pro-lathe-508477?sel=508477
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-precision-pro-light-pull-drive-101511?sel=101511
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-precision-pro-polishing-mop-arbour-101521?sel=101521
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-precision-pro-woodscrew-chuck-38mm-101515?sel=101515
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-precision-pro-drive-centres-ax958260?sel=101538
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AXMINSTER TRADE SERIES LATHES

SPECIFICATIONSAT1016VS Woodturning Lathe code: 102531

Power 560W, 230V 1ph
Speed 170-960, 300-1,660, 660-3,600 rpm
Spindle Taper 2MT
Spindle Thread M33 x 3.5mm (Ref T38)
Taper Tailstock 2MT
Distance Between Centres 400mm, depending on  
 the type of centres fitted
Max Diameter over Bed 250mm
Tool Rest Stem Diameter 16mm
Overall L x W x H 900 x 390 x 365mm
Weight 38kgs

Heavy cast iron 
construction gives 
strength and low 
vibration

LED spindle speed 
read-out in rpm 
for great control

24-position spindle 
indexing, position held 
by magnetic dowel pin

DC brush motor 
with variable 
speed and three 
belt ratios

Forward and 
reverse capability, 
perfect for final 
sanding

Supplied with 
Axminster drive 
and revolving 
tailstock centres

The AT1016VS is the smallest woodturning lathe within our 
Trade Series range. It offers the same level of quality and user 
friendliness as its larger cousins but in a compact package.

 This lathe shares the same bed as the AT1416VS, so is extremely 
stable in use. It is powered by a 560W brush motor which is 
exceptionally quiet for this type of motor. The controls are all 
conveniently grouped together on the end of the bed with the 
On/Off power switch, speed control knob and reversing switch 
falling easily to hand. An LED display shows the spindle speed 
in real time. The headstock spindle is supported by twin ball 
bearings, spaced widely apart to give rigidity, and is fitted with 
the common M33 x 3.5mm thread. The spindle is driven by a multi 
V-belt with a choice of three ratios giving a very wide spread of 
spindle speeds. There is also a 24-position indexing facility, with a 

magnetic down pin holding the position selected.

The tailstock has a very precise mechanism, with the barrel being 
etch marked for precision drilling. Held by a cam lock lever, it slides 
along the bed very easily and has minimal side movement. The 
tool rest holder is also locked quickly by a secure cam lock, the tool 
rest post being off set for greater strength.

Carrying handles are fitted at each end of the bed, and four rubber 
screw-in feet are provided.

There is an extension bed for the lathe, plus floor stands for both 
the lathe and extension bed; all are available as optional extras.

Supplied with Axminster manufactured 4-prong drive and 
revolving tailstock centres, knock out bar, 3” faceplate and 
spindle holding spanner.

Specifically designed for the 
AT1016/1416VS woodturning 
lathes, this sturdy stand makes 
a very useful addition to this 
popular lathes. 30” stand height.

Stand for AT1016/1416VS Lathes 502498
 Code

A simple sturdy stand to support 
your bed extension when 
fitted to the AT1016/1416VS 
woodturning lathes.

Bed Extension Stand for AT1016/1416VS 502497
 Code

FLOOR STAND

BED EXTENSION

BED EXTENSION STAND

A very worthwhile addition 
to the AT1016/1416VS lathe, 
this 600mm bed extension 
will increase the capacity to a 
full 1m between centres. With 
heavy cast iron construction for 
stability and vibration damping, 
it simply bolts onto the end of 
the lathe bed.

Bed Extension  502496
 Code

http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-trade-series-at1016vs-woodturning-lathe-102531?sel=102531
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-trade-series-stand-for-at1016-1416vs-lathe-502498?sel=502498
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-bed-extension-for-at1016-1416vs-lathes-502496?sel=502496
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-bed-extension-stand-for-at1016-1416vs-lathes-502497?sel=502497
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AXMINSTER TRADE SERIES LATHES

The AT1416VS utilises the very reliable inverter technology 
usually found on much larger machines. 

Electronic variable speed is a desirable feature for woodturners, 
enabling speed to be fine tuned to suit delicate work, larger 
diameters or out of balance work pieces. A three step poly-V 
pulley system allows three speed ranges which coupled with the 
load sensing inverter ensure maximum torque and stable spindle 
speeds. The magnetic switch unit can be placed in any convenient 
position on the lathe bed or headstock to suit the work in hand 
and incorporates on/off buttons, a speed control knob and a 
forward and reverse switch. 

An LED digital read-out of the lathe speed in RPM is a useful 
feature that helps control wour work. 400mm(16”) between 

centres and a 350mm(14”) swing over the bed capacity is 
generous on a lathe this compact. Spindle indexing is achieved 
in 15° segments by insertion of a magnetic dowel pin. Threaded 
holes (3/8”x16 UNC) are provided at each corner of the lathe 
for bench mounting. Tool post diameter 1” (25.4mm). This lathe 
has proved to be very popular for both teaching and craft 
demonstrations, not too big nor heavy but with enough capacity 
to show off your skills.

Supplied with four prong Axminster drive centre, Axminster 
revolving tailstock centre, 3” faceplate and a knock out bar.

N.B. The distance between centres will vary and be dependent 
on the type of centres or accessories used.

AT1416VS Woodturning Lathe code: 501214 SPECIFICATIONS

Electronic inverter drive 
with variable speed  and 
switchable reverse

Shown with optional floor stand (502498) Shown with optional floor stand (502498), bed extension (502496) and 
bed extension leg stand (502497)

LED speed 
read-out in 
rpm

Axminster revolving 
tailstock centre

Robust 
cast iron 
construction

Quick and 
easy camlock 
clamps

Axminster 
drive centre

Versatile magnetic switch unit for 
optimum positioning

AXMINSTER RECOMMENDS

PACKAGE DEAL
Ideal for the trade 
workshop

The AT1416VS 
Woodturning Lathe 
and Floor Stand 
(717617)

Visit axminster.co.uk  
for more details

Power 560W, 230V 1ph
Speed 170-960, 300-1,660, 660-3,600 rpm
Spindle Taper 2MT
Spindle Thread M33 x 3.5mm (Ref T38)
Taper Tailstock 2MT
Distance Between Centres 400mm, depending on  
 the type of centres fitted
Max Diameter over Bed 250mm
Tool Rest Stem Diameter 16mm
Overall L x W x H 900 x 390 x 365mm
Weight 38kgs

http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-trade-series-at1416vs-woodturning-lathe-501214?sel=501214
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-trade-series-stand-for-at1016-1416vs-lathe-502498?sel=502498
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-bed-extension-for-at1016-1416vs-lathes-502496?sel=502496
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-bed-extension-stand-for-at1016-1416vs-lathes-502497?sel=502497
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-trade-series-stand-for-at1016-1416vs-lathe-502498?sel=502498
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-trade-series-at1416vs-woodturning-lathe-floor-stand-717617?sel=717617
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AXMINSTER TRADE SERIES LATHES

The AT1628VS is a medium sized woodturning lathe from 
our Trade Series range and it is a very popular choice among 
discerning woodturners. 

We are so impressed with its quality and performance that we 
have decided to equip our Skill Centre with several of these lathes. 
Supplied as a bench top model with the option to purchase a 
leg stand if required, the lathe and leg stand are of heavy cast 
iron construction to minimise vibration. It features electronic 
variable speed supplied via an inverter with two speed ranges for 
maximum torque at low speeds. 

The advantage of variable speed is that you can fine tune the 
speed of the lathe to the work in hand. This is especially important 
when turning large or out of balance workpieces and it is so 
convenient for fast speed changes. Spindle indexing is provided at 
10° intervals and a magnetic control console with start/stop, speed 
control and forward/reverse can be conveniently positioned for 
the work in hand. Everything about the lathe feels just right, with 
cam-lock action of the tool rest banjo and tailstock, all controls 
work smoothly and effortlessly. 

A swivelling headstock can be very useful, especially if bench 
mounting the lathe but it will also slide along to the tailstock 
end of the bed. This allows large diameter bowls and platters 
to be turned off the end of the bed and increases the capacity 
considerably. A 460mm bed extension kit is available as an 
optional extra and this can be bolted onto either end of the lathe 
bed. If you have the lathe fitted to the cast iron leg stand it can be 
attached in a lower position offering an impressive 875mm swing 
over the bed. This is achieved by moving the tool rest banjo down 
onto the bed extension and fitting the tool rest extension post 
supplied with the bed extension kit. If you are serious about your 
woodturning and want a lathe that offers excellent performance, 
features and value, this lathe would be a sound choice. 

Supplied with Axminster four prong drive centre, Axminster 
revolving tailstock centre, 150mm (6”)faceplate and a 
knockout bar. 

N.B. The distance between centres will vary and be dependent 
on the type of centres or accessories used.

AT1628VS Woodturning Lathe code: 502703

SPECIFICATIONS

Axminster revolving 
tailstock centre

Optional bed extension in lower position Swivelling headstock

Axminster drive 
centre

Magnetic control 
box can be 
positioned where 
required

Robust deep 
section cast iron 
bed gives stability 
and vibration free 
running

Optional cast 
iron leg stand 
(502705)

Optional cast iron 
bed extension 
(502704)

Optional leg stands 
(502705)

Digital read-out 
in RPM

1.5kW motor 
with electronic 
speed control 
and two speed 
ranges

Soft grip 
rubber grips 
on handles

Quick and 
easy camlock 
clamps

Power 1.5KW
Speed 50-1,250 & 150-3,750
Spindle Taper MT2
Spindle Thread M33 x 3.5mm (RefT38)
Taper Tailstock 2MT
Distance Between Centres 710mm
Max Diameter over Bed 406mm
Tool Rest Stem Diameter 25.4mm
Overall L x W x H 1150 x 560 x 550mm
Weight 96KG

http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-trade-series-at1628vs-woodturning-lathe-502703?sel=502703
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-bed-extension-for-at1628vs-lathe-502704?sel=502704
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-trade-series-stand-for-at1628vs-lathe-502705?sel=502705
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-trade-series-stand-for-at1628vs-lathe-502705?sel=502705
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AXMINSTER TRADE SERIES LATHES

SPECIFICATIONS

Soft grip 
rubber grips 
on handles

AT2030VS Woodturning Lathe code: 102265

Heavy duty 
all cast iron 
construction for 
massive stability

Headstock slides and 
rotates on the bed for 
ease of use

2.2kW variable speed 
inverter drive motor 
gives a wide speed 
range and high 
torque

24 position spindle 
indexing, digital 
spindle speed 
read-out

Supplied bed extension can 
be used in three positions 
for bowls or long spindles

This is the largest in our Trade Series woodturning lathes. 
It has all the features a serious woodturner would need for 
almost any woodturning project, large or small. 

Made almost entirely in cast iron, with the bed being particularly 
wide and well braced. Cast iron stand legs are included, providing 
a stable platform for the lathe. Vibration is virtually undetectable 
due to the mass of cast iron employed in the construction.

Unusually, this lathe can be used with the bed either way around, 
this is because the extension bed can be mounted either on the 
end of the main bed to extend the distance between centres, on 
the stand to create a bigger turning diameter, or on a mounting 
plate machined onto the side of the bed. This allows bowl turning 
with the headstock rotated to suit. The headstock can be slid 
totally along the bed and swivelled through 360° with indexing 
stops every 45°.

The headstock spindle is driven through a 10-groove multi V belt 
with a choice of three ratios; this coupled with the variable speed 

function gives a very wide speed range of 60-3,700 rpm. A remote 
control box with a magnetic back can be placed wherever you 
want and allows easy control. A forward and reverse direction 
switch is also fitted. The spindle has 24 indexing positions, held 
by a threaded stop pin. A separate spindle locking pin is provided, 
with a handy magnetic base.

The tailstock has an exceptionally long ram travel of 135mm, is 
etched with a scale and is unusually fitted with a digital read-out, 
useful for precision hole boring. A long cam clamp lever locks the 
tailstock firmly in place and is easy to adjust. The tool rest holder 
has a wide base with an offset stem socket for increased rigidity. 
Two tool rests are provided, 150 and 300mm.

This is a top quality, fully featured lathe for the serious 
woodturner. With this machine in your workshop there would 
be very few woodturning projects you could not undertake.

N.B. The distance between centres will vary and depend on the 
type of centres or accessories used.

Power 2.2kW 230V 1ph
Speed 60-1,200, 100-2,200, 140-3,700 rpm
Spindle Taper MT2
Spindle Thread M33 x 3.5mm
Taper Tailstock MT2
Distance Between Centres 762mm + 500mm with  
 extension bed (depending on the centres fitted)
Max Diameter over Bed 508mm
Tool Rest Stem Diameter 30mm
Overall L x W x H 1,800 (plus 500mm with Bed Extension)  
 x 600 (plus 330mm with Side Extension) x 1,230mm 
Weight 280kg

Tailstock ram has digital position 
read-out for precision working

http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-trade-series-at2030vs-woodturning-lathe-102265?sel=102265
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Axminster Evolution SK114 
Woodturning Chuck (see page 16)

Three principal chucks comprise 
the range; the Clubman SK80 for 
smaller bench mounted lathes, 
followed by it’s slightly larger 
brother, the Clubman SK100 and 
finally the flagship Evolution 
SK114.
All chucks feature a high grade, 
solid stainless steel, completely 
rustproof body, designed and 
manufactured in Devon using the 
latest CNC production techniques.  
Apart from the junior collet chuck, 
all Axminster chucks use spiral 
scroll mechanism to control the 
jaw travel which provides an 
immensely secure grip on the 
workpiece. They are also supplied 
with a set of ‘Safety Jaws’ with 
rounded corners to minimise the 
chance of injury should fingers 
inadvertently get too close to 
the rotating chuck. Each chuck is 
presented in a high quality, foam 
lined, black cardboard box and 
is supplied with a chuck key. All 
chucks have an Axminster 5 year, 
no quibble guarantee which covers 
domestic and professional use.
Chucks are available with different 
thread options, one of which 
should be selected to suit your 
lathe.



AXMINSTER CLUBMAN SK100 & SK80 CHUCKS
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T38 option with 
reverse locking

Axminster Clubman  
SK100 Woodturning Chuck

T01 3/4” x 16tpi 504537
T04M 1” x 8tpi 504538
T38 M33 x 3.5mm 504539
T23 1.1/4” x 8tpi 504541

  Code

These are the stainless steel versions of the popular Axminster 
K10 and K8 Clubman chucks. 

The new material enables closer machining tolerances during 
manufacture, as the body no longer requires electro-plating that 
can vary in thickness. The threaded body of each chuck is also 
now machined in one piece, resulting in improved concentricity 
and less vibration. Like all our chucks, the SK100 and SK80 are 
completely made ‘in house’ at Axminster, Devon, using the latest 
precision CNC production machinery. They are both supplied 
with our ‘Safety Jaws’ with rounded corners as well as a chuck key. 
A variety of thread options are available. Select the thread type 
according to your choice of lathe.

N.B. SK100 thread options M33 x 3.5mm (ref T38) and 1.1/4” x 
8tpi (T23) have an extended body with provision for reverse 
locking. 

Axminster Clubman  
SK80 Woodturning Chuck

 T01 3/4” x 16tpi 504545
 T04M 1” x 8tpi 504546

 Code

An upgrade to our ever popular K8 Clubman  
chuck, the SK80 Clubman is now manufactured  
using a one piece stainless steel body. 

Using this material allows closer tolerances during the 
manufacturing process as the chuck body no longer needs 
electro-plating which can vary in thickness. This newly designed 
body, produced from a single billet of stainless steel, improves 
concentricity and minimises vibration during use. These chucks 
are made by us in Axminster using the latest CNC production 
techniques. All Axminster chucks are part of an excellent 
woodturning chuck system, just add a set of jaws or accessories 
from our extensive range to suit your needs. 

Featuring our SafetyJaw accessory mounting jaws which have 
rounded corners, it is supplied with a chuck key and available 
in two thread options.

•  Made in Axminster using CNC production techniques
•  Direct threaded chuck body ensures concentricity
•  Stainless steel for maximum corrosion resistance
•  Chuck features our SafetyJaw accessory mounting jaws
•  Set includes dovetail jaws (C), matching faceplate ring and 

screw chuck
•  Packed into a strong plastic storage box

•  80mm diameter for smaller lathes
•  Stainless steel for maximum corrosion resistance
•  Direct threaded chuck body ensures concentricity
•  Made in Axminster using CNC production techniques
•  Chuck features our SafetyJaw accessory mounting jaws
•  Set includes dovetail jaws (C), faceplate ring and screw chuck
•  Packed into a strong plastic storage box

STARTER KITS

SK100 Woodturning  
Starter Kit code: 101966

SK80 Woodturning  
Starter Kit code: 101969
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http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-clubman-sk100-woodturning-chuck-ax915228
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-clubman-sk80-woodturning-chuck-ax919059
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-woodturning-starter-kit-sk100-chuck-package-ax962267?sel=101966
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-woodturning-starter-kit-sk80-chuck-package-ax962272?sel=101969
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Ultra compact design, precisely manufactured

Supplied in a custom 
designed box

Backplate incorporates 24 peripheral slots giving 15° indexing & 36 
holes further in for 10° indexing

Axminster Evolution  
SK114 Woodturning Chuck

T01 3/4” x 16tpi 502666
T04M 1” x 8tpi  502667
T38 M33 x 3.5mm  502668
T23 1.1/4” x 8tpi  502669
T02RL 1.1/2” x 6tpi 502735
T12RL 1” x 10tpi  504568
Evolution Accessory Kit 717272
T38R M33mm x 3.5mm  504493
T38V M33mm x 3.5mm (Vicmarc) 504494

 Code

Like all our chucks, the Evolution SK114 is manufactured entirely ‘in-house’  
at Axminster, Devon, using advanced CNC machines working to very close tolerances. 

Several years ago the original design for the Evolution was sketched at a desk here in Axminster and the SK114 is the first of a continuous 
programme of innovative chucks, jaws and accessories. One of the principal design aims was to produce a chuck that was slim, keeping 
the weight of the work as close as possible to the lathe bearings. Maximum accuracy is achieved by threading the stainless steel body for 
perfect concentricity as well as producing a chuck that would suit the accessory jaws already owned by our customers. The best features 
of our chucks over the last 20 years have been incorporated into the Evolution SK114 making it the most superb woodturning chuck ever 
produced. Indexing is achieved using 24 peripheral slots and 36 holes within these on the chuck back plate, giving the option of 10° or 
15° indexing.

The first prototypes were tested and evaluated by some of the most well known names in the woodturning world and as a consequence 
we feel supremely confident in saying that the Evolution SK114 will cover almost every eventuality likely to be encountered by the 
amateur or professional alike.

Standard thread options: 3/4” x 16tpi (T01), 1” x 8tpi (ref T04M), M33 x 3.5mm (ref T38), M33 x 3.5mm (ref T38R) extended body with 
radial reverse locking, M33 x 3.5mm (ref T38V) extended body with vee groove for Vicmarc lathes, 1.1/4” x 8tpi (ref T23), 1.1/2” x 6tpi 
(T02RL) with special thread types available to order. 
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Take your turning to the next 
level with Axminster Evolution

An unequalled range of super precision chucks and accessories, all uniquely designed and manufactured by 
those who truly understand woodturning. Design innovation, combined with excellent materials and superb 
manufacturing techniques, produce a range of matchless British made woodturning tools.

British manufacturing at its best!

http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-evolution-sk114-woodturning-chuck-ax884747
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The simple design of a 19mm diameter stainless steel round 
bar forms the perfect tool rest, overcoming all the drawbacks 
of standard tool rests and with some additional benefits. 

The tool glides smoothly along the length of the rest. The round 
profile gives more control when changing the angle of the tool in 
the vertical plane. Stainless steel means corrosion and rust are a 
thing of the past. Rests are available in three lengths and the posts 
in four diameters.

•  Ring Point applies pressure over a 
relatively wide area

•  Minimal impact into the project 
reduces the chances of splitting

•  Better penetration into the wood
• Minimises risk of splitting

With numerous large capacity lathes now available, we 
decided to design and make a bigger, high quality, heavy duty 
live tailstock centre specifically for woodturners, as in the past 
these centres have been produced for metalworkers. 

The Evolution centre features a removable aircraft grade 
aluminium nose cone with a replaceable stainless steel 60° tip. The 
cone is attached to the stainless steel body of the centre using a 
standard 3/4” x 16tpi (T01)thread. This common size allows small 
faceplates to be fitted and many other woodturning accessories. 
With the cone removed a useful ring centre is revealed within. 
What sets this centre apart from others is a double row angular 
contact bearing which is designed to take substantial radial 
and axial loads. This bearing is used at the business end of the 
centre with a single race bearing at the rear to ensure maximum 
concentricity. In use, the tip rotates while the body remains 
stationary, making it safer to use and it can also be used more 
confidently for delicate work. This is cutting-edge technology, 
using high quality materials and manufacturing processes which 
give strength, accuracy and protection from rust. 

Tool Rest System

Revolving Centre 

Revolving Centre Tip Accessories 

Ring Point Tip 

Dale Nish Tip 

16mm x 90mm 101831
19mm x 115mm 101834
25mm x 125mm 101832
25.4mm x 125mm 101833

 POSTS Code

19mm x 100 101837
19mm x 150mm 101838
19mm x 250mm 101839

 RESTS Code

1MT 504663
2MT 504664
3MT 504665

  Code

Twist-lock handleParabolic flute

Conical Tip  506919 
Dale Nish Tip 506920 
Ring Point Tip 506921

 Code

•  Conical Centre, self-centres, ideal for 
turning small spindles

•  Works exceptionally well as  
support on a curved surface

•  Use where the mark left by a  
centre is unacceptable

Conical Tip 

This is an excellent kit for long hole boring on the lathe. 

Specifically designed to drill accurate holes in the end grain of 
wood mounted on the woodturning lathe, the parabolic flute 
design of the HSS-M2 steel bit clears the chips quickly and 
prevents chip burn. Dimensions are 880mm overall with 6.5mm 
shank and a bit diameter of 8mm at the tip tapering to 7.9mm for 
clearance. 

The twist-lock handle (178 x 30mm) is manufactured in Axminster 
from steel. It has a comfortable rubber grip and slides up and 
down the shaft of the bit ensuring accurate hole depth and 
prevents accidental contact of the bit in the counterbore drive. 

As with all long hole augers, frequent withdrawing will help to 
clear the waste and reduce the risk of overheating.

Long Hole Boring Kit 
Video available online

Handle and Boring Bit 717543
Boring Bit 8mm 504581
Boring Bit Handle  504671

 Code

With the tip removed, a threaded mandrel of 3/4”x16 (T01) allows 
a wide range of accessories to be used on the tailstock. 

Supplied with a spanner and tommy bar for removal and 
replacement of the aluminium cone. 

Available in 1, 2 and 3 Morse taper options.

http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-evolution-series-tool-posts-ax960635
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-evolution-series-tool-rests-ax961093
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-evolution-series-live-revolving-centre-ax929476
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-evolution-series-long-hole-boring-kit-717543
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-evolution-series-revolving-centre-conical-tip-506919
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-evolution-series-revolving-centre-dale-nish-tip-506920
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-evolution-series-revolving-centre-ring-point-tip-506921
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-evolution-series-revolving-centre-conical-tip-506919
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-evolution-series-revolving-centre-dale-nish-tip-506920
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-evolution-series-revolving-centre-ring-point-tip-506921
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These centres are safe, secure  
and offer greater versatility  
and accuracy than the usual  
two or four prong drive centres. 

The centre features a spring loaded,  
stainless steel centre point and a sharp  
toothed outer ring which provides the drive. The Axminster Evolution Series Pro Drive 
is unique in that you can vary the spring tension. There are numerous advantages when 
using this drive. Repositioning your work is accurate; the work always goes back in the 
same place. They are safe; reduce the pressure from the tailstock and in the event of a dig-
in the work will simply stop revolving. Reducing the tailstock pressure further allows you 
to stop the work and inspect it without switching off the lathe. In production, the centre 
allows unloading and reloading by unwinding the tailstock without stopping the lathe. 
When used for eccentric turning, the centre will still drive even if its full diameter is not in 
contact with the work. 

Available in 1MT or 2MT.

Equipped with a 5/16"(8mm) diameter locating pin, this drive centre is used for 
accurately locating and driving items such as lamp columns which have already 
been partly bored through from one end. 

Where this kit differs from other such centres is that an additional boring head is also 
supplied which allows accurate efficient boring operations to be carried out at the 
tailstock end of the lathe. This can prove very useful when turning longer items that need 
to be made in more that one piece such as standard lamps or curtain poles etc.

Operating in a different way to other mandrels, the Evolution Series Compression 
Pen Mandrel is a big step forward in mandrel design. 

The prepared pen blanks are located on the shaft with any bushings that may be required 
and then the included hollow revolving centre is simply moved into position over the 
shaft. When the tailstock quill is tightened it is the blank and bushings that are held in 
compression and not the shaft as with conventional mandrels. The result is improved 
concentricity and results in less vibration during turning. As the silver steel mandrel shaft 
is accommodated within the revolving tailstock centre, length adjustment is unnecessary. 

If you make a lot of pens the time saved by using this mandrel would be 
considerable.

An excellent improvement to our standard hollow live centre, this Evolution Series 
centre features three chip ejection ports so that during use the bit doesn't have to 
be completely withdrawn from the tailstock. 

With short and long removable points, twin ball bearings and an 8mm(5/16") diameter 
through hole, this centre is an invaluable aid when long hole boring. The short point 
protrudes a mere 3mm beyond the ring and allows an accurate impression of the ring 
to be made on the end of the timber. Having made the impression, the point can be 
removed from the centre and the work relocated on the ring impression, allowing an 
accurate hole to be bored.

 When boring right through, the timber is drilled from one end then reversed, a 
counterbore drive is used to hold the timber in the headstock and the boring process 
repeated from the tailstock end. Fitting the long point gives good access for all sorts of 
miniature work, including light pulls and lace bobbins. 

A truly multi-functional accessory, worthy of a place in any turner's tool kit.

Pro Drive

Hollow Live Chip Extraction Centre
Counterbore Kit

Compression Pen Mandrel

16mm 101889
21mm 101725

 1MT Code

1MT 504586
2MT 504594
3MT 504587

  Code

1MT 717544
2MT 717545
3MT 717546

  Code

1MT 506444
2MT 506445

  Code

16mm 101890
21mm 101605

 2MT Code

Buy with confidence from Axminster

http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-evolution-series-compression-pen-mandrel-ax942635
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-evolution-series-pro-drive-ax958631
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-evolution-series-hollow-live-centre-with-chip-ejection-ax923985
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-evolution-series-counterbore-kit-ax934512
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Eccentric Spiralling Chuck

Spiral Chuck 900093
 Code

This is a combination of the Axminster Eccentric Chuck and the 
Spiralling Attachment. 

The chuck fits onto the 100mm and 114mm C dovetail jaws and 
allows a variety of eccentric and spiralled stems to be produced. 
Full instructions from the designer, Tony Witham, are included.

Junior 
Chuck
The Axminster Junior chuck is the first true collet chuck to be 
produced with woodturners specifically in mind. 

In this chuck we use our successful ER20 engineering collets which 
are precision machined to grip evenly along their whole length 
without marking the work. The chuck is supplied with three collets: 
7 to 6mm, 11 to 10mm and 13 to 12mm and there is a range of 
additional ones available which together give a gripping range 
from 2mm to 13mm diameter. The collet is tightened by means of 
a nut which has both a knurled section and spanner flats to give 
two tightening options and also features an ejection ring for easy 
release. 

The Junior chuck has been designed with the miniaturist 
in mind and its ability to handle long lengths of dowel (in 
conjunction with a hollow headstock) make it particularly 
useful for repeat production of small items.

T01 3/4” x 16tpi 701004
T04M 1” x 8tpi 701005
T38 M33 x 3.5mm  610973

 Code

ER20 Collets for Junior Chuck

3.0mm - 2.0mm 910205
4.0mm - 3.0mm  910206
5.0mm - 4.0mm  910207
7.0mm - 6.0mm 910209
8.0mm - 7.0mm 910210
9.0mm - 8.0mm  910211
10.0mm - 9.0mm  910212
11.0mm - 10.0mm  910213
12.0mm - 11.0mm  910214
13.0mm -12.0mm 910215

 Code

The Junior Chuck is supplied with 7-6mm, 11-10mm and 13-12mm 
collets; additional collets are also available. 

Please note: these collets will also fit the Axminster Deluxe Pen 
Mandrel and the Axminster router collet extension.

Wood Screw Chuck 75mm

T01 3/4” x 16tpi 910478
T03 1” x 12tpi 910479
T04M 1” x 8tpi  910480
T38 33 x 3.5mm 910475
Replacement Small Screw 910458
Replacement Medium Screw 210886
Replacement Large Screw  910466

 Code

The 75mm wood screw chuck is a very useful device for 
mounting a turning blank onto the lathe whilst the initial 
truing up is carried out and, in the case of a bowl, the dovetail 
base is formed. 

The chuck comes supplied with a replaceable stainless steel large 
screw with a core diameter of 7mm and 25mm length of thread to 
give maximum grip in your workpiece. A small screw is available 
with a core diameter of approximately 4mm and a 19mm tapered 
thread for more delicate projects. A recent addition is a medium 
sized screw with a core diameter of 5mm with a parallel thread 
18mm long.

Wood Screw 
Chuck 38mm

T01 3/4” x 16tpi 910459
T04M 1” x 8tpi 910462
Replacement Small Screw 910458
Replacement Medium Screw 210886
Replacement Large Screw 910466

 Code

The 38mm (1.1/2”) diameter wood 
screw chuck is a great choice for 
drawer knobs, finials and other 
smaller projects of this type. 

The small screw fitted as standard 
to the chuck has a core diameter of 
approximately 4mm and a 19mm 
tapered thread. Other thread sizes 
are available.

The Axminster wood screw chucks, available in a 
choice of 38mm (1.1/2”) or 75mm (3”) diameter, 
have stainless steel screws with a thread form 
specially developed for maximum grip, accurately 
and securely mounted in the body. 
The faces of the chucks have a slightly raised rim to ensure that 
the timber is firmly located and in the case of the larger diameter 
chucks, there are four holes provided so that it can double up as a 
small faceplate. If a scrap piece of timber is screwed onto a chuck 
and turned down to the required size, an effective glue chuck 
can be produced using hot melt or Cyanoacrylate adhesive for 
attaching the workpiece with minimal waste. As with our faceplate 
range, for sizes of thread up to 1” diameter on the 75mm (3”) 
chuck, a threaded insert is fitted so that if you change your lathe, a 
new insert can be purchased if a different thread size is required.

Axcaliber Dry Lubricant

Ideal for all woodworking machinery and recommended for 
woodturning chucks. Formulated to minimise wear and reduce 
corrosion. Dry PTFE based lubricating film, unaffected by water, oil 
or solvents and will not attract dust. (400ml).

400ml Spray Can 503468
 Code

Axminster 
Centre Finder

Centre Finder 340146
  Code

Will find a centre in 
seconds on work up to 
8” diameter. A must for 
every woodturner.

http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-eccentric-spiralling-chuck-900093?sel=900093
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-junior-chuck-ax22446
http://www.axminster.co.uk/er20-collets-for-junior-chuck-ax29924
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axcaliber-dry-lubricant-503468
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-centre-finder-340146?sel=340146
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-wood-screw-chuck-75mm-ax23661
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-wood-screw-chuck-38mm-ax23660
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Morse Taper 
Carriers

1MT for C Jaws 400019
2MT For C Jaws 400020

 Code

Available in either 1 or 2 Morse taper  
versions, these carriers fit into the   
100mm and 114mm C type chuck jaws  
and enable drive centres or arbors to be  
mounted without the need to remove the chuck from the lathe. 
You could, of course, purchase a carrier with a different taper from 
that of your lathe, thereby extending the range of usable centres. 
N.B. Not suitable for use with longer Evolution type accessory 
mounting jaws.

Indexing 
Ring
Made to our usual high standards, this accessory is designed 
to fit to the back of the Axminster Woodturner’s and Clubman 
100mm chucks only. Using the machined shoulder to correctly 
locate it and the slideway cut-outs for alignment, the ring can be 
secured in place with three grub screws. The indexing ring will 
work best in conjunction with the lightweight indexing arm. N.B. 
This indexing ring is intended for use only with the Axminster 
Woodturner’s and Clubman K10 and SK100 chucks.

Indexing Ring 510256
 Code

Indexing Arm

Indexing Arm 510217
 Code

A universal, indexing arm for use with Axminster chucks, either 
the Super Precision with its indexing holes around the backplate 
or the Clubman K10 or SK100 chucks with the addition of the 
indexing ring. The base is secured to any convenient fixed object, 
preferably the lathe itself, so that the pin will drop conveniently 
and tangentially into the register holes on the rim of the chuck. 
The Axminster Indexing Arm is made from aluminium and 
anodised for protection, with a precision machined steel pin.

 Screw Chucks

To Fit A Dovetails 810383
To Fit C Dovetails  810385
Replacement Small Screw  910458
Replacement Medium Screw  210886
Replacement Large Screw  910466

 Code

Two replaceable stainless steel parallel screw chucks which  fit 
into either the 62mm recess of the A dovetail jaws, or the internal 
recess of the 100mm or 114mm C dovetail jaws. Particularly useful 
for the initial mounting of bowl blanks whilst the outer form and 
the dovetail base are being shaped. Once this stage is completed 
the woodscrew chuck can be removed and the bowl quickly 
mounted directly into the C jaws. Three sizes of threaded insert 
are available for all Axminster screw chucks requiring 4, 6.35 and 
8mm drill sizes.

Screw Chuck Faceplate/Drive 
for C Jaws

Screw Chuck 701456
 Code

This is an enhanced version of the popular screw chuck for 100mm 
and 114mm C type jaws enabling extra flexibility. A very versatile 
attachment, it can also be used as a faceplate and drive centre. 
Comes complete with both a large and small stainless steel central 
woodscrew, three drive dogs and standard woodscrews for using 
as a faceplate. A great additionn to your Axminster Chucking 
System.

Spindle 
Thread 
Adaptors

M33 x 3.5mm to 3/4” x 16tpi  709959
M33 x 3.5mm to 1” x 8tpi 709960

 Code

These precision machined adaptors can be used as a quick and 
convenient method of interchanging threaded items such as 
chucks, faceplates and woodscrew chucks between lathes with 
different headstock spindle threads. Please note the first thread 
mentioned is female (F) and the second is male (M).

Spindle Thread 
Adaptor

1” x 8tpi to 3/4” x 16tpi  709947
 Code

This precision machined adaptor  
can be used as a quick and  
convenient method of  
interchanging threaded items  
such as chucks, faceplates and woodscrew  
chucks between lathes with different headstock spindle threads. 
Thread type, 1” x 8tpi (female) to 3/4” x 16tpi (male).

Backplates 
for Super 
Precision 
Chuck

T04M 1” x 8tpi 900070
T38 33mm x 3.5mm 900078
VB36 Special Fitting  900082

 Code

Although the Super Precision chuck  
is no longer available, we realise that  
many of you may want to change the thread fitting of your chuck 
should you change your lathe. The backplate is secured to the 
chuck with three hex socket cap screws. A spare or extra backplate 
allows the four jaw chuck to be used on the outboard side of the 
lathe if the thread sizes differ, or on a second lathe.

Threaded 
Inserts for 
Chucks & 
Faceplates

T01, 3/4” x 16tpi 900496
T03, 1” x 12tpi 900497
T04M, 1” x 8tpi 900498
T04ML, 1” x 8tpi ext’d  900499

 Code

These threaded inserts are fitted to some of the range of 
Axminster Clubman chucks, faceplates and woodscrew chucks; 
they carry the thread which secures the item to the headstock of 
the lathe and are secured to the chuck, faceplate, etc. with four 
hexagon socket screws. The use of a separate threaded insert both 
simplifies the manufacture of the chuck and makes it possible to 
use it on lathes with different headstock threads by changing the 
insert rather than the complete chuck.  Before ordering an insert 
please ensure that your chuck, faceplate or woodscrew chuck 
is of the type that will accept an insert and does not have the 
thread machined directly into the body.

Four Prong 
Parallel Drive 
Centre

Drive Centre 410052
 Code

The Axminster four prong  
parallel drive centre has been  
designed to be used in the central bore of the C jaws fitted to the 
Evolution, and 100mm Clubman chucks. It has principally been 
produced for those lathes that do not have a hollow headstock, 
but can also be used for those combined jobs where spindle 
turning is necessary before mounting the workpiece in the chuck. 
Mounting diameter is 27mm.

Buy with confidence from Axminster

http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-morse-taper-carriers-ax21686
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-indexing-ring-510256?sel=510256
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-indexing-arm-510217
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-screw-chucks-ax23250
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-screw-chuck-faceplate-drive-for-c-jaws-701456
http://www.axminster.co.uk/spindle-thread-adaptors-ax20851
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-spindle-thread-adaptor-709947
http://www.axminster.co.uk/backplates-for-super-precision-chuck-ax23301
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-four-prong-parallel-drive-centre-410052
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-threaded-inserts-for-chucks-faceplates-ax23491
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Chuck Keys

310426
340017

600120
600121

Std Key - Clubman 310426
Long Key - Clubman 340017
Long Chuck Key (9mm²)  600120
Long Chuck Key (8mm²)  600121

 Code

When larger diameter work is to be turned, a longer chuck key 
overcomes the problem of the limited access encountered when 
using the standard key. Two long keys are available for the Super 
Precision chuck,(600120) to fit the Super Precision chuck with 
9mm square drive and (600121) fits the super precision chuck with 
8mm square drive. We would suggest measuring your standard 
chuck key to check which you require. For a long key to fit the 
keyed versions of the Clubman chuck as well as the previous 
model Woodturner’s chuck, use (340017).

Chuck Removal Spanner

Spanner - 100mm  340220
 Code

One important lesson for woodturners to learn is not to use the 
chuck key for removing the chuck from the headstock; doing this 
can damage the hole in the chuck as well as risk breaking the 
key. This C spanner has been specially produced for the 100mm 
Clubman, Goliath and previous model Woodturner’s range of 
chucks. This should be classed as essential equipment for all users 
of these chucks.

Chuck Hub
With the great deals from Axminster, many turners now own more 
than one of our wonderful chucks with the jaws of your choice 
mounted and all set to use so keep them ready for action with one 
of our Chuck Hubs threaded to suit your chuck. Screw the Hub to 
the wall and spin your chuck on to keep it where you can find it 
and protect the thread at the same time. The Chuck Hub also acts 
as a secure mount to the bench for any static detail work off the 
lathe.

M33 x 3.5mm (T38) 702217
1” x 8tpi (T04M) 702218
1.1/2” x 6tpi (T02) 702219

 Code

Support Table for 
Woodturning Lathes

Support Table  502665
 Code

A woodturning lathe can be adapted for many applications and 
one of the most useful additions to your woodturning lathe is 
a sanding table and making use of the lathe as a disc sander. A 
wooden disc can be easily turned for attaching the abrasive using 
Velcro backed or self-adhesive discs. This support table measures 
150 x 100mm with a 25.4 x 94mm tool post and fits into the tool 
rest banjo of your lathe. It is provided with slots to attach your 
own supplementary table made to your own size and design. The 
table could also be used as a solid base for your woodcarving 
projects making good use of the lathe to hold it securely while 
work is carried out.   

http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-support-table-for-woodturning-lathes-502665?sel=502665
http://www.axminster.co.uk/chuck-removal-spanner-340220?sel=340220
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-chuck-keys-for-axminster-clubman-chuck-ax821724
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-chuck-keys-for-super-precision-chuck-ax821723
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-chuck-hub-ax780266
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Axminster Evolution 114mm  
Type C Dovetail Jaws (see page 23)

Buy with confidence from Axminster

The three Axminster chucks are 
without question, some of the 
finest essential items that any 
woodturner could possibly desire, 
but to gain maximum benefit and 
to enable a wide range of projects 
to be made, they must be used 
in conjunction with jaws which 
securely grip the timber.

There’s a huge range of jaw sets 
from which to choose but firstly 
they are bolted onto the Accessory 
Mounting Jaws which are supplied 
with each chuck.  As the bolt hole 
spacings are identical, all jaws are 
in theory interchangeable but for 
practical and safety purposes they 
should be chosen to match the size 
of the chuck. It’s unsafe and  bad 
practice to have the edges of the 
jaw extending past the body of the 
rotating chuck.
Jason Breach is shown chasing 
a thread by hand using the 
Axminster Evolution SK114 chuck 
and a set of Type ‘C’ Dovetail Jaws.
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Precision Ground 
Accessory Mounting Jaws
Manufactured in our own machine shop, these  
accessory mounting jaws are unrivalled for quality  
and precision. 

Now supplied as standard with our Axminster chuck  
range, a set of these for each of your additional jaw sets  
will make swapping the jaws much faster. Options are  
now available to accept other manufacturers jaw sets including Nova, Vicmarc and 
Oneway. This means that if you have any of these jaw brands you can now use them with 
your Axminster chuck. N.B The Oneway version will only take the Oneway Stronghold 
accessory jaws and are not suitable for Oneway Talon accessory jaws.

Evolution Long 
Accessory 
Mounting Jaws
Manufactured in our own machine shop  
in Axminster, these long accessory  
mounting jaws designed for the  
Evolution chuck are unrivalled for  
quality and precision. 

We like to call them SafetyJaws because a unique feature of these jaws is that if extended 
beyond the body of the chuck, the edges have been modified with a slight radius to 
minimise the chance of injury should hands get too close to the rotating chuck during 
use. Now supplied as standard with our Evolution chuck, a set of these for each of your 
additional jaw sets will make the swapping of jaws much faster and more efficient. N.B. For 
Clubman K10 and K8 woodturning chucks use standard accessory mounting jaws 951367. 

Internal & 
External 
Safety Jaws
These stepped jaws fit  
into the chuck in place of  
the accessory mounting 
 jaws to provide a selection  
of internal and external parallel gripping surfaces. 

They are made by us in Axminster using the latest CNC production methods and are 
compatible with the Axminster Super Precision, the Evolution, Clubman, the Woodturner’s 
and the Carlton chucks. As with our accessory mounting jaws, they also have the 
SafetyJaw feature of rounded corners for safety during use. 

Mounting Jaws 951367
Nova 506505
Vicmarc 506506
Oneway 506507

 Code

Evolution Long Accessory Mounting Jaws 502736
 Code

Internal  504481
External 504482
Internal & External Jaw Set 717476

 Code

Type C 114mm 
Dovetail Jaws
 code: 502734

Our most versatile jaw set,  
designed to fit the Evolution  
SK114 woodturning chuck

A larger diameter version of one of our  
most versatile and popular jaw sets, the  
Evolution 114mm C type jaws expand into  
a 69mm dovetailed recess and have a  
stepped shoulder for an internal grip onto a  
56mm spigot diameter. These given dimensions  
are when the jaws form a true circle and offer the  
best grip. Recommended range: 50-70mm internal, 65-85mm external. Especially useful 
for small bowls and end grain work such as boxes and goblets. Useful accessories for these 
jaws  
include the screw chucks/ 
faceplate drives, faceplate  
rings and morse taper  
carriers which allow the  
fitting of drive centres  
without removing the  
chuck from the lathe.

Piranha 114mm 
Gripper Jaws
 code: 502670

A very versatile 114mm jaw set designed  
for the Evolution chucks but also suitable  
for use with the SK100. 

The Piranha Jaws expand into a 82mm dovetailed recess 
and have a series of teeth for an internal grip onto a 62mm 
spigot diameter. These given dimensions are when the jaws 
form a true circle and offer the best grip. Recommended 
range: 62-80mm internal, 85-102mm external. An excellent 
choice for hollow forms or turning unseasoned timber, these 
jaws also allow good access to the rear of your projects while 
still mounted on the lathe. 

Colossus 
150mm 
Gripper Jaws
 code: 210887

For those of you who wish to  
turn very large hollow forms,  
big bowls and platters, we  
have introduced the Colossus  
Gripper Jaws. 

Based on the well established design of  
the very popular G type gripper jaws but  
offering a greatly  increased work holding 
 capacity for very large projects. 

The jaws will expand into a 150mm(6”) dovetailed recess or grip  
onto a  spigot of  
approximately 125mm(5”)  
in diameter. Perfect for  
those large unseasoned  
logs you may want to  
turn into an objet d’art.

http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-precision-ground-accessory-mounting-jaws-ax859046
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-evolution-long-accessory-mounting-jaws-502736
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-internal-external-safety-jaws-ax927084
http://www.axminster.co.uk/type-c-114mm-dovetail-jaws-502734
http://www.axminster.co.uk/piranha-114mm-gripper-jaws-502670
http://www.axminster.co.uk/colossus-150mm-gripper-jaws-210887
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100mm 
Dovetail Jaws
 code: 506435

Designed by Glenn Lucas, this  
set of jaws is a great addition  
to your jaw collection. 

Dovetail jaws are by far the most  
secure and most accurate method  
of holding a bowl or platter on the  
lathe during turning. Made in Axminster, 
 these will grip onto an 80mm diameter  
15° dovetailed spigot or expand into a 100mm diameter 
dovetailed recess. These jaws are the same size externally as our 
A jaws so would also be great for use with the Faceplate Ring 
500166. 

N.B. If fitting these jaws to the Evolution chuck you will need to 
use a set of the shorter Accessory Mounting Jaws 951367. 

Type A & 
B 100mm 
Dovetail 
Jaws
The type A dovetail jaws  
are designed to expand into  
a 100mm recess and compress  
onto both 60mm and 25mm spigots. 

The type B dovetail jaws gives expansion  
into a 62mm recess and compression onto  
a 25mm spigot.

Type C 100mm 
Dovetail Jaws
One of the most versatile and  
popular 100mm jaw sets  
suitable for the SK100 chucks. 

The C Jaws expand into a 69mm  
recess and have a stepped  
shoulder for an internal grip onto  
a 56mm spigot diameter. These given  
dimensions are when the jaws form a  
true circle and offer the best grip. 

Recommended range: 50-70mm internal, 65-85mm external. 
Especially useful for small bowls and end grain work such as boxes 
and goblets. Useful accessories for these jaws include the screw 
chucks/faceplate drives, faceplate rings and Morse taper carriers 
which allow drive centres to be fitted without removing the chuck 
from the lathe. 

Types D & F 
100mm Jaws  
for Small Work
These small work holding jaws  
are dovetailed for gripping  
internally and have a plain bore  
for spigot holding. 

The two sizes of dovetail offered are  
type D, 25mm and type F, 38mm at their  
optimum grip and 12mm and 19mm for their central bore.

Type M 
Mega Jaws
The Mega Jaws are  
the largest available  
for the Axminster  
system. 

The external diameter  
is 125mm and the  
internal spigot will grip  
onto a 100mm diameter  
by 16mm dovetail. These are  
the jaws to choose for large  
platters etc. and destined to  
be an all time favourite.

Type BF 
100mm Small 
Gripper Jaws
A development of the very  
successful type H gripper jaw,  
the BF offers the same compression  
but for smaller diameters. 

Optimum sizes are 36mm externally  
and 20mm internally with the internal  
serrated grip opening out to give unrivalled compression on 
spigots. Recommended range: 15-35mm internal, 30-50mm 
external.

Type A Dovetail Jaws code: 410158

Type M Mega Jaws code: 410174

Type C Dovetail Jaws code: 410161

Type BF Small Gripper Jaws code: 410160

Type D Dovetail Jaws code: 410164
Type H Medium Gripper Jaws code: 410170

Type G Large Gripper Jaws code: 410168

Type F Dovetail Jaws code: 410167

Type B Dovetail Jaws code: 410159

Type H 100mm 
Medium 
Gripper Jaws
Similar to the Type G, these  
jaws provide excellent work 
holding especially for large 
diameter pieces. 

The main gripping surfaces are 
serrated on the internal and 
external walls and also on the 
central spigot grip.

Type G Large 
Gripper  
Jaws
Specially designed to  
give a massive grip,  
particularly on large  
diameter parallel  
pieces. 

The type G gripper jaws  
have a substantial dovetail  
on the outside for turning very  
large platters or bowls. The jaws  
also have a serrated grip on the inside  
which is specially designed to hold large hollow forms and end 
grain pieces.

Buy with confidence from Axminster

http://www.axminster.co.uk/type-a-plus-100mm-dovetail-jaws-506435?sel=506435
http://www.axminster.co.uk/type-b-100mm-dovetail-jaws-410159?sel=410159
http://www.axminster.co.uk/type-a-100mm-dovetail-jaws-410158?sel=410158
http://www.axminster.co.uk/type-c-100mm-dovetail-jaws-410161?sel=410161
http://www.axminster.co.uk/type-m-mega-jaws-410174?sel=410174
http://www.axminster.co.uk/type-d-100mm-dovetail-jaws-410164?sel=410164
http://www.axminster.co.uk/type-f-100mm-dovetail-jaws-410167?sel=410167
http://www.axminster.co.uk/type-bf-100mm-small-gripper-jaws-410160?sel=410160
http://www.axminster.co.uk/type-h-100mm-medium-gripper-jaws-410170?sel=410170
http://www.axminster.co.uk/type-g-large-gripper-jaws-410168?sel=410168
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100mm O’Donnell 
Spigot Jaws
Designed to give access around the jaws for close-in tool work. 
With a deep recess for holding long spigots and giving rock 
solid mounting when turning a long way from the headstock 
without tailstock support.

 The jaws are also dovetailed both inside and outside on the lip. 
Three sizes are produced - the size stated is the nominal external 
dovetail grip. The 50mm jaws are drilled and threaded to accept 
additional jaw inserts to convert to smaller jaw diameters. 

25mm O’ Donnell Jaws
code: 610356

38mm O’ Donnell Jaws
code: 610357

25mm Cylinder Jaws
code: 310424 150mm Jaw Plates 

code: 910405

100mm Jaw Plates 
code: 910403

50mm Cylinder Jaws
code: 310425

50mm O’ Donnell Jaws
code: 211354

100mm O’Donnell
 Jaw Sets code: 718321

50mm(2”) Jaws 211354
38mm(1.1/2”) Jaw inserts 211327
25mm(1”) Jaw inserts  211328

 Code

A set of three O’Donnell jaws, spigotted together and secured 
with four screws, giving a range of three sizes, 25mm, 38mm 
or 50mm, which can be changed by simply undoing the screws 
and sliding the inserts in or out. 

Supplied as a complete set of three jaw sizes with four Allen cap 
head screws and a hex wrench. The jaws and inserts are now 
available separately, but there is a price advantage if you buy them 
all together.

Axminster 50mm(2”) O’Donnell Jaws
Designed to give access around the jaws for close-in tool work. 

With a deep recess for holding long spigots and giving rock solid 
mounting when turning a long way from the headstock without 
tailstock support. The jaws are also dovetailed both inside and 
outside on the lip. Nominal external dovetail grip is 50mm. Drilled 
and threaded to accept additional jaw inserts to convert to smaller 
jaw diameters.

Axminster O’Donnell Jaw inserts
Two sizes of inserts for use with the 50mm Axminster 
O’Donnell jaws. The larger set, with a parallel grip of 25mm, 
will close onto a dovetail spigot of 32mm or will open out into 
a dovetailed recess of 46mm diameter.

The smaller insert set has a parallel grip of 13mm, and will close 
on an 18mm spigot or expand into a 32mm dovetailed recess. The 
O’Donnell Jaws and inserts offer a great range of workholding 
options enabling better access to the rear of the workpiece, 
especially when turning bowls.

100mm Spigot Jaws code: 810067

These second generation spigot jaws have been designed to give an improved grip when 
working with green wood. 

Similar in operation to a pin chuck, the spigot jaws are inserted into a 30mm diameter by 
50mm deep hole in the blank and the jaws expanded into the hole. It is important to use the 
full depth of the jaws in order to give the best possible grip and to avoid over-stressing and 
damaging the jaws. Should the grip loosen during turning, then another tweak on the key will 
soon restore it.

100mm Cylinder Jaws
When turning long and thin projects it’s a great advantage 
to be able to grip a blank along a substantial amount of its 
length to impart a good measure of stability to the workpiece. 

To overcome this problem we have designed a pair of cylindrical 
jaws, one with a 25mm diameter by 50mm long bore and the other 
with a 50mm diameter by 50mm long bore. Each will accommodate 
a range of workpiece sizes. In addition, because we are always loath 
to provide you with jaws which perform only one function, we have 
added internal and external dovetails on the ends.

100mm & 150mm  
Wood Jaw Plates
A choice of two sets of pre-drilled steel quadrants onto which 
self-made wooden jaws can be mounted using woodscrews. 

The wooden jaws can be used for rechucking a bowl when 
removing a dovetailed recess or spigot, or for producing a variety 
of ‘jam’ chuck-type holding devices. The 100mm jaws would be 
a good choice for small to medium projects and the 150mm 
diameter of the bigger plates gives scope for larger wooden jaws 
which are less prone to distort under the tightening loads.

http://www.axminster.co.uk/100mm-o-donnell-spigot-jaws-ax22836?sel=610356
http://www.axminster.co.uk/100mm-o-donnell-jaw-sets-718321?sel=718321
http://www.axminster.co.uk/100mm-o-donnell-spigot-jaws-ax22836?sel=610356
http://www.axminster.co.uk/100mm-spigot-jaws-810067?sel=810067
http://www.axminster.co.uk/100mm-cylinder-jaws-ax21162?sel=310424
http://www.axminster.co.uk/150mm-wood-jaw-plates-910405?sel=910405
http://www.axminster.co.uk/100mm-wood-jaw-plates-910403?sel=910403
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80mm C Jaws
 code: 410163
A perfect match for the SK80 chuck  
these popular C jaws feature three  
separate gripping methods. 

An external dovetail which opens into a 50mm  
recess and a 40mm internal diameter stepped shoulder for a firm 
grip on the outside of a spigot.  A screw chuck can be purchased 
separately for use with these jaws. Recommended range: 35-
55mm internal, 50-70mm external.  

Although designed to fit the 80mm chucks these jaws will also 
fit the 100mm versions.

80mm Faceplate  
Ring    code: 500169
This faceplate ring has an internal  
chamfer which matches the dovetail on  
the 80mm C Jaws. 

The ring is attached to the timber with woodscrews, placed on the 
chuck and the jaws opened up to grip it firmly in place. Using a 
faceplate ring means that the chuck does not have to be removed 
from the lathe when faceplate turning.

80mm Screw
Chuck code: 810386

Replacement Small Screw 910458
 Code

A convenient way of mounting a  
screw chuck into the lathe without  
having to remove the chuck. 

This version has a stepped mounting plate which fits securely 
into the corresponding recess in the 80mm C Jaws. A replacement 
screw is also available.

80mm D Jaws
 code: 410165
An 80mm diameter version of the 
popular small dovetail jaws.

With a 15mm diameter external dovetail, for  
gripping the bases of small bowls, goblets and egg cups.  
Recommended range: 0-20mm internal, 20-40mm external.  

Although designed to fit the 80mm chucks they will also fit the 
100mm and 125mm  versions.

80mm O’Donnell 
Jaws code: 610359
Three gripping features are provided, a  
dovetail for gripping onto a 35mm external  
diameter, another for opening into a 45mm  
recess and a parallel central bore for  
holding a 35mm diameter by 12mm long spigot.  
Recommended range: 30-50mm internal, 45-65mm external.  

Although designed to fit the 80mm chucks they will also fit 
the 100mm and 125mm versions.

80mm Gripper
Jaws code: 410171
A miniature gripper jaw with serrations  
on the two main gripping surfaces. 

The outer diameter is 53mm, the inner one is  
40mm and the central, non serrated hole is 10mm  
diameter. The jaws give an excellent grip on all sizes of work. 
Recommended range: 35-55mm internal, 50-70mm external.  

Although designed to fit the 80mm chucks they will also fit the 
100mm and 125mm versions.

Faceplates
This comprehensive range of faceplates are CNC-produced for 
maximum accuracy and perfect balance. 

The timber mounting holes are fully countersunk on the rear face 
and lightly countersunk on the front face to ensure the the timber 
seats properly: circular grooves are provided to aid centring of the 
blank on the plate. The 100mm and 150mm plates are made with 
a separate threaded insert for thread sizes up to 25mm. This allows 
the faceplate to be interchangeable between lathes with different 
headstock threads.

50mm (T01) 3/4” x 16tpi 500090
75mm (T01) 3/4” x 16tpi 500091
75mm (T04M) 1” x 8tpi 500097
75mm (T38) 33 x 3.5mm 500109
100mm (T01) 3/4” x 16tpi 500128
100mm (T03) 1” x 12tpi 500129
100mm (T04M) 1” x 8tpi 500130
100mm (T38) M33 x 3.5mm 500125
150mm (T01) 3/4” x 16tpi 500145
150mm (T02) 1.1/2” x 6tpi 500132
150mm (T03) 1” x 12tpi 500146
150mm (T04M) 1” x 8tpi 500147
150mm (T38) 33 x 3.5mm  500143

 Code

Faceplate Rings

Faceplate ring for A Jaws 500166
Faceplate ring for B Jaws 500167
Faceplate ring for C Jaws 500168
Faceplate ring for F Jaws  500170

 Code

Made to match the A, B, C and F dovetail jaws, these rings 
do away with the need for a separate faceplate on which to 
mount a bowl blank prior to turning the outside. 

Simply screw the ring to the chosen blank with woodscrews and 
expand the dovetail jaws into the recess in the centre of the ring.

Chuck Jaw Rack code: 951141

It is so much easier to work if your accessories are readily to 
hand, and it is much easier to swap jaws on your chuck if you 
fit a set of mounting jaws to each jaw type. 

This simple rack for your chuck jaws helps to keep things 
organised and is slotted at 80mm centres to accept all the jaw 
sizes fitted with the standard accessory mounting jaws.

115MM SOFT JAWS code: 102166

The Axminster Woodturning Chuck Soft Jaws allow you to 
create your own custom designed jaws. 

Quick to machine to shape with a 12mm flat scraper, they are easy 
to use and will fit any 80mm diameter or above Axminster  
chuck. Some care is required when using, but follow  
some simple guidelines and you will find these an  
excellent addition to your workholding system.  
Apart from being custom jaws, these are also  
non marking on delicate surfaces. 

Made in the UK from high quality glass  
filled nylon.

http://www.axminster.co.uk/80mm-c-jaws-410163?sel=410163
http://www.axminster.co.uk/80mm-d-jaws-410165?sel=410165
http://www.axminster.co.uk/80mm-faceplate-ring-500169?sel=500169
http://www.axminster.co.uk/80mm-o-donnell-jaws-610359?sel=610359
http://www.axminster.co.uk/80mm-gripper-jaws-410171?sel=410171
http://www.axminster.co.uk/80mm-screw-chuck-810386?sel=810386
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-screws-for-woodscrew-chucks-ax799520?sel=910458
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-115mm-soft-jaws-102166?sel=102166
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-faceplate-50mm-500090?sel=500090
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-faceplate-75mm-ax22086?sel=500091
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-faceplate-100mm-ax22087?sel=500128
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-faceplate-150mm-ax22088?sel=500145
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-faceplate-rings-ax22097
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-chuck-jaw-rack-951141?sel=951141
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Button Jaws
So called because they use eight conical white rubber 
buttons to grip the work and pull it securely back against the 
aluminium jaw plates without damaging the edge. 

Although the rubber buttons are easy on the wood they are not 
really suitable for bowls with a very fine edge, these are better held 
in specially made wooden jaws mounted on the Axminster wood 
jaw plates. As well as the tapped holes, there is a slot provided 
in each of the 250mm jaws (not the 400mm ones) which allows 
the position of the jaws to be finely adjusted to accommodate 
slightly irregular pieces. Two sizes of plate are available, one for 
bowls up to 225mm diameter, the other for up to 400mm. As an 
alternative to using the buttons, stacking turn studs are available 
as an optional extra. These are designed as a primary holding 
device for all manner of round or square blanks and giving a very 
secure holding method, they can be used singularly or doubled 
up using the longer bolts supplied. Both sets of jaws are supplied 
with buttons, with spare buttons available individually. For better 
access, a longer chuck key may be required when using button 
jaws.

N.B. These button jaws are not suitable for use with the 
Axminster AWVSL900 and AWVSL1000 lathes.

Jaw Fixing Screws

Fixing Screws  510313
 Code

A handy set of eight 12mm long, M5 socket head cap screws 
and a 4mm hex key for fixing any of the Axminster jaws onto 
the accessory mounting jaws. 

Everyone should have one of these sets ready in the drawer for 
when the screws go missing in the sawdust.

Stacking Turn Studs
 code: 211309
Axminster Stacking Turn Studs are a great additional  
accessory for anyone who already owns either the 250  
or 400mm Axminster button jaws. 

Offered as an alternative to the buttons as a primary  
gripping device, they give a really positive grip onto square  
or round section stock. If you rough turn your bowls, then  
these would also offer an excellent choice for remounting  
them on the lathe for truing up the spigot prior to re-chucking. The set of eight 
studs are supplied with two lengths of hex socket screws suitable for using the 
studs singularly or doubled up for a deeper grip. A hex key is also supplied.

Jaws 150mm 101724
Jaws 250mm 340956
Jaws 400mm 340957
Button & Insert (each)  341109

 Code

http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-button-jaws-150mm-101724?sel=101724
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-button-jaws-ax21612?sel=340956
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-button-jaws-ax21612?sel=340956
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-button-jaws-150mm-101724?sel=101724
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-buttons-inserts-341109?sel=341109
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-stacking-turn-studs-211309
http://www.axminster.co.uk/jaw-fixing-screws-510313?sel=510313
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Axminster Evolution Series Revolving Centre 
fitted with optional 50mm faceplate (see page 30)

In addition to our three 
chucks, including the Evolution 
SK114, there’s also a continual 
development process across the 
whole range of equipment, which 
incorporates a comprehensive 
selection of drives, tailstocks and 
other accessories.

The Evolution Series Live 
Revolving Centre was developed 
specifically for the needs of turners 
and is shown in the illustration 
fitted with a small optional 
faceplate. 
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2 Prong Drive Centre 25mm(1”)

1” Diameter 1MT 340100
1” Diameter 2MT  340103

 Code

2 Prong 25mm(1”) diameter drive centres available in either 1MT 
or 2MT.

4 Prong Drive Centre 9.5mm(3/8”)

3/8” Dia 1MT 340108
3/8” Dia 2MT  340109

 Code

4 Prong 9.5mm(3/8”) diameter drive centres available in either 1MT 
or 2MT.

4 Prong Drive Centre 16mm(5/8”)

5/8” Dia 1MT 340110
5/8” Dia 2MT  340111

 Code

4 Prong 16mm(5/8”) diameter drive centres available in either 1MT 
or 2MT.

Drive Centres Explained

There are three Morse tapers commonly in use in the headstocks and tailstocks 
of woodturning lathes, MT1, MT2 and MT3. The table opposite can be used as 
an aid to selecting the correct taper to suit your lathe. Don’t forget that some 
lathes have different tapers in the headstock and tailstock.

12mm - 1MT

18mm - 2MT

24mm - 3MT

4 Prong Drive Centre 25mm(1”)

1” Dia 1MT 340105
1” Dia 2MT 340106
1” Dia 3MT 340107

 Code

4 Prong 25mm(1”) diameter drive centres available in either 1, 2 
or 3MT.

Jumbo Drive 38mm(1.12”)

2MT 340177
3MT  340178

 Code

This somewhat oversize centre is particularly useful when 
turning large diameter pieces or roughing unbalanced work 
prior to chucking, as with end grain hollow forms. 

The principle is that the large diameter of the drive greatly reduces 
the risk of slipping due to the increased leverage resulting from 
turning a larger diameter workpiece. The diameter of the 4 prong 
head is 38mm(1.1/2”). Available in either 2MT or 3MT. 

Axminster Imperial Light Pull Drive

Light Pull Drive - 1MT 950365
Light Pull Drive - 2MT  950366

 Code

The light pull drive is a friction drive with steps 1/8”(3.2mm), 
1/4”(6.35mm, 3/8”(9.5mm), 1/2”(12.7mm) and 5/8”(16mm). 

Simply slip the blank onto the drive, bring up the tailstock until the 
blank is supported by the revolving centre, and away you go. The 
drive is designed to allow plenty of room to work around the light 
pull, including sanding and finishing.

Lathe Mounted Polishing Mop Arbor

1MT Mop Arbor  610037
2MT Mop Arbor  610041

 Code

Another good idea from our woodturning department. An 
arbor available with either 1 or 2 Morse taper at one end and a 
tapered thread on the other for mounting a polishing mop. 

A hollow recess is provided at the tip so that the tailstock can be 
brought up to keep the arbor securely in place. The mop can be 
loaded with the appropriate polishing compound for putting 
that final gloss finish on your work. Be sure to remove the tool 
rest  before doing any polishing work. Details of suitable polishing 
mops and compounds can be found in the Sharpening, Grinding 
and Polishing section.

Axminster live centres overleaf

http://www.axminster.co.uk/2-prong-drive-centre-25mm-1-ax21239
http://www.axminster.co.uk/4-prong-drive-centre-9-5mm-3-8-ax21244
http://www.axminster.co.uk/4-prong-drive-centre-16mm-5-8-ax21245
http://www.axminster.co.uk/4-prong-drive-centre-25mm-1-ax21243
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-jumbo-drive-38mm-1-12-ax21277
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-imperial-light-pull-drive-ax799262
http://www.axminster.co.uk/lathe-mounted-polishing-mop-arbor-ax22741?sel=610037
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Axminster Evolution Series 
Live Revolving Centre

1MT 504663
2MT 504664
3MT  504665

 Code

With numerous large capacity lathes now available, we 
decided to design and make a bigger, high quality, heavy duty 
live tailstock centre specifically for woodturners, as in the past 
these centres have been produced for metalworkers. 

The Evolution centre features a removable aircraft grade 
aluminium nose cone with a replaceable stainless steel 60° tip. The 
cone is attached to the stainless steel body of the centre using 
a standard 3/4” x 16tpi (T01)thread. This common thread size 
allows the fitting of small faceplates and many other woodturning 
accessories, and with the cone removed a useful ring centre is 
revealed within. What sets this centre apart from others is a double 
row angular contact bearing which is designed to take substantial 
radial and axial loads. This bearing is used at the business end 
of the centre with a quality single race bearing at the rear to 
ensure maximum concentricity. In use, the tip rotates while the 
body remains stationary, making it safer to use and it can also 
be used more confidently for delicate work. This is cutting-edge 
technology, using high quality materials and manufacturing 

processes which give strength,  
accuracy and protection from  
rust. With the tip removed, a 
threaded mandrel of  
3/4”x16 (T01) allows a  
wide range of accessories to  
be used on the tailstock. 

The revolving centre is the first product in the Evolution Series and 
we will be developing other attachments to further enhance this 
centre’s capabilities. 

Supplied with a spanner and tommy bar for removal and 
replacement of the aluminium cone. Available in 1, 2 and 3 
Morse taper options. 

  
Multi-Head  
Live Revolving Centres

1MT With 3 Tips 340185
2MT With 3 Tips  340186
1MT With 6 Tips  718221
2MT With 6 Tips   718222

 Code

We think that this is the best universal centre available today. 
There are two sealed bearings in the body  and the working 
end has a taper for mounting the various interchangeable tips, 
guaranteeing that they run perfectly concentric. 

There is an ejector ring behind the tip which is operated by two 
tommy bars. The centre is supplied with three tips, a standard 60° 
cone for general work, a 9.5mm(3/8”) diameter by 16mm(5/8”) 
long point for small or close work and a cup or ring centre for 
open grain or split turning. In addition to the standard tips there 
are three additional tips, purchased separately, which will further 
increase the scope of the centre. We hope that you will agree that 
we have covered just about every possibility and that the Multi-
head Centre deserves a place in your tool box. 

Also available as a complete package deal (718221 or 718222 ) 
with 3 additional tips.

Additional Tips  
for Multi-Head 

Mini Faceplate  340169
Pipe Centre 340170
Conical Centre  340168

 Code

340169 is a 30mm diameter mini faceplate with a central screw 
which is very useful when turning long stemmed goblets. 340170 
is a 90°  pipe centre for use when locating in on a pre-bored hole 
and 340168 is an internal cone for quick centring on small work or 
as a support when turning spherical forms.  

Axminster Evolution Series Quick 
Change Pen Centre

Pen Centre 1MT 506391
Pen Centre 2MT 506392
Pen Centre 3MT  506393

 Code

An excellent aid for pen turners, the Evolution quick change 
pen centre is intended for use with any of the Axminster pen 
mandrels. 

On most pen mandrels the blanks are mounted on the shaft and 
held in place with a nut at the tailstock end. A live centre is then 
brought up against the end of the mandrel shaft to support it 
during turning. The Evolution centre eliminates the need for a nut 
and there is no compression of the mandrel shaft. The result is 
that just the blank and any bushings used are now compressed 
resulting in smoother turning. 

This also means that spacers are not required as any exposed 
section of shaft is accommodated within the body of the centre. 

340202 - 1MT

340204 - 3MT

340203 - 2MT

Standard 60 Degree  
Live Revolving Centre

The most familiar of the live revolving centres and the one 
that most of us use. 

This 60° live revolving centre is made from top quality materials, 
incorporates two ‘sealed for life’ dust proofed bearings and will 
cover 90% of all turning applications.

1MT 340202
2MT 340203
3MT  340204

 Code

Matched Pair of Ring Centres

1MT 718165
2MT  718166

 Code

These matched ring centres are very safe to use if you are a 
newcomer to woodturning. This is due to the fact that if you 
experience a dig in, the workpiece will stop rotating but the 
drive centre can continue to rotate. 

The drive centre works by friction so the amount of compression 
on the work can be adjusted to suit your needs. Another very 
useful feature is they allow you to swap your work end for an end 
which allows better access in a variety of situations.

Dale Nish Modified Live Revolving Centre

1MT 702226
2MT  702225

 Code

A while ago, Dale Nish came up with a great design to improve 
centring at the tail stock end of your lathe. 

We have been making these for him since then, he has now given 
us permission to sell them direct to you. Dissatisfied with the 
standard 60° cone he modified the first 8mm of point to 20° giving 
better penetration into the wood and reducing the wedge effect 
as you apply pressure to hold the spindle in place.

Extended Nose Live  
Revolving Centre

1MT 340153
2MT  340154

 Code

Pictured is the extended nose centre. 

The cone has been lengthened and terminates in a short 90° 
section. This design gives much better tool access when working 
up close.

Mini Live Revolving Centre

Mini 1MT 340187
Mini 2MT 340188

 Code

Our miniature live revolving centre with a 22mm diameter 
head and twin bearings is also of the extended nose form, for 
two reasons. 

Firstly, tool access is most important when turning very small 
items and, secondly, the 90° nose has far less tendency to act as 
a wedge when small or open grained timbers are used, greatly 
reducing the chance of splitting if the tailstock is over tightened.

http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-evolution-series-live-revolving-centre-ax929476?sel=504663
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-multi-head-live-revolving-centres-ax21286?sel=340185
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-evolution-series-quick-change-pen-centre-ax938693?sel=506391
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-30mm-mini-faceplate-for-multi-head-live-revolving-centre-340169?sel=340169
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-30mm-mini-faceplate-for-multi-head-live-revolving-centre-340169?sel=340169
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-pipe-centre-for-multi-head-live-revolving-centre-340170?sel=340170
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-conical-centre-for-multi-head-live-revolving-centre-340168?sel=340168
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-conical-centre-for-multi-head-live-revolving-centre-340168?sel=340168
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-pipe-centre-for-multi-head-live-revolving-centre-340170?sel=340170
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-standard-60-degree-live-revolving-centre-ax21297?sel=340202
http://www.axminster.co.uk/matched-pair-of-ring-centres-ax797244?sel=718165
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-dale-nish-modified-live-revolving-centre-ax780261?sel=702226
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-extended-nose-live-revolving-centre-ax21267?sel=340153
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-mini-live-revolving-centre-ax21287?sel=340187
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The three items necessary for long hole boring are a long auger, a hollow tailstock centre to accurately locate the auger and, if the work 
is to be drilled from both ends, a counterbore drive for the headstock. With the tip in position, the hollow centre is used to mark a circular 
impression on the wood, the tip is then removed and the timber located on the ring impression ready for boring through the tailstock. When 
boring right through, the timber is drilled from one end then reversed; a counterbore drive used to hold the timber in the headstock and the 
boring process repeated from the tailstock end.

Hollow Cup Centre

5/16” Centre 1MT 340163
5/16” Centre 2MT 340164

 Code

This very versatile centre, bored 5/16” diameter right through.

• Three uses:  Point extended for close access around small items, 
With the point just protruding for making a ring 
impression  
Without the tip when long hole boring.

More information can be found on page 18

Evolution Series  
Hollow Live Chip Ejection Centre

An excellent improvement to our standard hollow live centre, 
this Evolution Series centre features three chip ejection ports 
so that during use the bit doesn’t have to be completely 
withdrawn from the tailstock. 

•Centre bored at 8mm(5/16") diameter
• Chip ejection for faster long hole boring
• Two removable centre points (short and long) located on tapers
• Extremely efficient versatile centre

More information can be found on page 18

Evolution Series Counterbore Drive

1MT 504695
2MT 504696
3MT 504697
25mm Boring Head 506365

 Code

Equipped with a 5/16”(8mm) diameter locating pin, these 
centres are used for accurately locating and driving items 
such as lamp columns which have already been partly bored 
through from one end. 

• Supplied with 25mm diameter head for driving
• 25mm boring head available separately
• Available in 1, 2 or 3 morse taper

More information can be found on page 18

25mm 
boring head

13mm Keyed Chuck & Arbors

13mm Keyed Chuck 700406
13mm Keyed Chuck & B16-1MT Arbor 718254
13mm Keyed Chuck & B16-2MT Arbor 718255
13mm Keyed Chuck & B16-3MT Arbor 718256

 Code

A good general purpose drill chuck with a B16 taper in the 
back, equally suitable for use in pillar drills and lathes. 

The jaws close right down to almost nothing for use with very 
small drills. Available with a choice of Morse 1, 2 or 3 arbor. 
Maximum capacity 13mm, chuck key included.

Morse Taper Arbors - B16

B16-1MT Arbor 700407
B16-2MT Arbor 700408
B16-3MT Arbor  700409

 Code

A range of Morse taper arbors to suit keyed and keyless 
chucks as used on many pillar drills and lathes. 

Available in three Morse taper sizes with a B16 taper to accept the 
chuck.

Morse Taper Ground Sleeves

2-1 MT 900007
3-1 MT 900008
3-2 MT 900010
4-3 MT  501129

 Code

Four sizes of tapered sleeves suitable for reducing the Morse 
taper on the tailstock or headstock of your lathe. 

These adaptors are intended primarily for large diameter drill bits 
or lathe centres. In certain instances male fittings may need to 
have a tang formed on the non-tapered part of the fitment (at the 
very end) so that they fit neatly into the adaptor.

Morse Taper Arbors - JT3

2MT to JT3 Arbor 340171
3MT to JT3 Arbor 340172
4MT to JT3 Arbor  501130

 Code

Chuck mounting arbors with a standard JT3 taper at one end 
and Morse taper at the other. 

Available in 2MT, 3MT and 4MT.

1MT 504586
2MT 504594
3MT  504587

 Code

Evolution Series Long Hole Boring Kit

This is an excellent kit for long hole boring on the lathe. 

• Smooth and fast long hole boring on the lathe
• Parabolic flute for fast chip clearance
• 880mm overall with 8mm diameter at the tip
• Evolution twist-lock handle included

More information can be found on page 17

Handle and Boring Bit 717543
Boring Bit 8mm 504581
Boring Bit Handle 504671

 Code

http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-evolution-series-long-hole-boring-kit-717543?sel=717543
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-hollow-cup-centre-ax21273
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-evolution-series-counterbore-drive-ax933431?sel=504695
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-evolution-series-hollow-live-centre-with-chip-ejection-ax923985?sel=504586
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-13mm-keyed-chuck-arbors-ax809590
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-13mm-keyed-chuck-700406
http://www.axminster.co.uk/morse-taper-arbors-b16-ax821492?sel=700407
http://www.axminster.co.uk/morse-taper-ground-sleeves-ax23283?sel=900007
http://www.axminster.co.uk/morse-taper-arbors-jt3-ax816741?sel=340171
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Crown 'Springett' Chinese Ball Tool Set  
(see page 37)

Axminster have a very extensive 
range of HSS tools and tool sets, 
including those with black ash 
handles from Crown Cryo. 

In addition to these tools, there 
are also some that are more 
specialised and these will enable 
the turner to produce, for example, 
a range of highly decorative effects 
on their work. 
One such specialist tool is the 
Crown ‘Springett’ Chinese  Ball Tool 
Set. Amaze others who are not in 
‘the know’ with these tools to turn 
Chinese ‘balls within balls’. Only he 
(or she) who wields them knows 
the secret and the skill involved.
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Axminster HSS
 Turning Tools Set code: 400228

Bowl Gouge 3/8” 910124
Roughing Gouge 3/4” 910125
Oval Skew 1” 910126
Diamond Parting 1/4” 910127
Round Nose Scraper 3/4” 910129
Spindle Gouge 3/8”  910130

 Code

We have selected these tools for their excellent performance 
and outstanding value for money.

 Our resident turners have thoroughly tested the tools and given 
them a good recommendation. The HSS blades are accurately 
formed holding a keen edge and the ash handles are well 
balanced. The range comprises a bowl gouge, roughing gouge, 
spindle gouge, round nose scraper, parting tool and a skew chisel. 

They are available individually or as a set of six housed in a 
wooden box.

Axminster 
Miniature 
Turning 
Tool Set

Tool Set (5Pce) 506319
 Code

If you like to turn miniatures such as dolls house furniture, 
jewellery and similar items then this is a great little set of five 
turning tools. 

 Featuring high speed steel blades with fine hardwood handles. 
Overall length of each tool is approximately 280mm.  The set 
includes 3.2mm(1/8”) and 6.3mm(1/4”) gouges, 1.6mm(1/16”) 
parting tool, 6.3mm(1/4”) domed scraper and 6.3mm(1/4”) skew 
chisel, all neatly contained in a wooden box. 

Axminster 
Pen Making 
Tool Set

Tool Set (3 Pce)  506318
 Code

A set of three woodturning tools perfect for pen making or 
similar small projects, all with 82mm HSS blades and 200mm 
hardwood handles. 

The set consists of 6.3mm(1/4”) deep flute gouge for roughing 
to size, 12.7mm(1/2”) oval skew for fine finishing cuts and 
3.2mm(1/8”) parting tool for end grain square cuts or sizing. A 
good value set in a wooden box for storage.

Axminster Premium 
Woodturning Tools

3/4” Roughing Gouge  611180
1/4” Spindle Gouge 506575
3/8” Spindle Gouge 611181
1/2”  Spindle Gouge 611183
1/4” Bowl Gouge 611184
3/8” Bowl Gouge 611185
1/2” Bowl Gouge 611186
3/4” Standard Skew 611187
3/4” Square End Scraper 611188
1/2” Round Nose Scraper 611189
3/8” Beading & Parting Tool 611190
1/8” Parting Tool 952452
1/8” Diamond Parting Tool  506576

 Code

Made in Sheffield for Axminster by skilled craftsmen using 
traditional skills with modern heat treatment and finishing 
techniques. 

The blades are M2 high speed steel known to hold its edge and 
retain its hardness at high temperatures and will give a clean, smooth 
finish; we have added a dyed beech handle either 250mm(10”) or 
350mm(14”) depending on the selected tool. The range we have 
chosen reflects the most popular tools and will suit the beginner, 
amateur or professional turner. Roughing and spindle gouges, skew 
chisels, scrapers, beading and parting tools have 250mm handles, 
bowl gouges and the ring tool have 350mm handles.

3/4” Roughing Gouge

1/4” Spindle Gouge

3/8” Spindle Gouge

1/2”  Spindle Gouge

1/4” Bowl Gouge

3/8” Bowl Gouge

1/2” Bowl Gouge

3/4” Standard Skew

3/4” Square End Scraper

1/2” Round Nose Scraper

3/8” Beading & Parting Tool

1/8” Parting Tool

1/8” Diamond Parting Tool

Axminster 
Texturing Tools
Some species of timber can at times 
look somewhat bland, so a little 
surface decoration or texturing will 
enhance your work considerably. 

These texturing tools offer a great 
way of adding something special 
to your work and they will also add 
diamonds, spirals, swirls and other 
textures to your pens, boxes, spinning 
tops and bowl rims. Add a touch of 
colour or special effects wax for some 
even more spectacular results. 

Available in 1/4” and 3/8” wheel 
widths in 12 or 16tpi (teeth per inch). 
The 1/4” size is recommended for 
texturing smaller, narrower areas 
while the 3/8” size is ideal for larger 
surfaces. Please note: for use on flat or 
rounded areas only. Will not work on 
concave surfaces.

1/4” x 12tpi 504589
1/4” x 16tpi 504590
3/8” x 12tpi 504591
3/8” x 16tpi  504592

 Code

1/4” x 12tpi

1/4” x 16tpi

3/8” x 12tpi

3/8” x 16tpi

http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-premium-roughing-gouge-3-4-611180?sel=611180
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-premium-spindle-gouges-ax821741?sel=506575
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-premium-bowl-gouges-ax821740?sel=611184
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-premium-standard-skew-611187?sel=611187
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-premium-square-end-scraper-611188?sel=611188
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-premium-round-nose-scraper-611189?sel=611189
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-premium-beading-parting-tool-611190?sel=611190
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-premium-parting-tool-952452?sel=952452
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-premium-diamond-parting-tool-506576
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-premium-diamond-parting-tool-506576
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-premium-parting-tool-952452?sel=952452
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-premium-beading-parting-tool-611190?sel=611190
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-premium-round-nose-scraper-611189?sel=611189
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-premium-square-end-scraper-611188?sel=611188
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-premium-standard-skew-611187?sel=611187
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-premium-bowl-gouges-ax821740?sel=611184
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-premium-spindle-gouges-ax821741?sel=506575
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-premium-roughing-gouge-3-4-611180?sel=611180
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-hss-woodturning-tools-set-400228?sel=400228
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-hss-bowl-gouge-910124?sel=910124
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-hss-roughing-gouge-910125?sel=910125
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-hss-oval-skew-910126?sel=910126
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-hss-diamond-parting-tool-910127?sel=910127
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-hss-round-nose-scraper-910129?sel=910129
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-hss-spindle-gouge-910130?sel=910130
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-miniature-turning-tool-set-506319?sel=506319
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-pen-making-tool-set-506318?sel=506318
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-texturing-tools-ax927291?sel=504589
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Crown Cryo
Turning Tool Set code: 211384

This carefully selected set of five Cryo turning tools from 
Crown, will suit the beginner or seasoned turner. 

With black ash handles, distinctive silver ferrules and handle detail, 
this set will look great in any turner’s tool rack. Set includes 3/4” 
roughing gouge, 3/8” spindle gouge, 3/8” bowl gouge, diamond 
parting tool and a 3/4” skew chisel.

Crown Cryo Miniature 
Turning Tool Set code: 506400

A very popular 5 piece set from Crown, all cryogenically 
treated blades with black ash handles. 

An excellent set for all manner of miniature work. Overall length 
of each tool is 10”.  The set includes 1/8” and 1/4” gouges, 1/16” 
parting tool, 1/4” domed scraper and 1/4” skew chisel.

Crown Axminster 
Turning Tool Set code: 900468

Crown have produced this set in conjunction with the tutors in 
our Skill Centre. 

It consists of a 1/2” bowl gouge, a 3/4” skew, a 1/2” parting tool, 
a 3/4” roughing gouge and a 1/2” round nose scraper, all with 
rosewood handles and in a presentation box.

Crown Cryo Roughing Gouges

1/2” Gouge 506401
3/4” Gouge 210855
1.1/4” Gouge  506402

 Code

A roughing gouge is use extensively in spindle work for 
converting the square stock down to a cylinder and initial 
shaping where large amounts of material have to be removed 
quickly. 

With  blades made from cryogenically treated steel for improved 
edge retention and smart black ash handles these tools would  be 
a great addition to any woodturners tool kit. 

Crown Cryo Spindle Gouges

3/8” Spindle Gouge 210856
1/4” Spindle Gouge 506404
1/2” Spindle Gouge  506405

 Code

The  Crown Cryogenic spindle gouges are used extensively for 
spindle work on the woodturning lathe. 

Three different sizes are offered and they are best ground to a 
fingernail profile at the tip. Cryogenic treatment gives increased 
edge retention with less frequent resharpening required. 

Crown Detail Gouge code: 111062

These shallow flute detail gouges are great for cutting coves 
and beads.

 Vibration is minimised by having more metal as support under 
the cutting edge. A fine fingernail-shaped grind gives very easy 
entry to the start of the cut. Fitted with a 317mm (12.1/2”) long 
handle.

Crown Cryo Skew Chisels

1/2” Skew Chisel 506406
3/4” Skew Chisel 210857
3/4” Rolled Edge Skew Chisel 506407

 Code

The skew chisel is used for fine finishing cuts, rolling beads 
and trimming end grain on spindle work. 

Probably one of the hardest tools to master, but once the skills are 
acquired this is a most versatile tool. Three versions are available, 
1/2 and 3/4 standard and a 3/4 radiused rolled edge version. All 
three benefit from Cryogenic treatment of the blades for increased 
edge retention and less visits to the grinder. 

1/2” Spindle Gouge

1.1/4” Gouge

1/4” Spindle Gouge

3/4” Gouge

3/8” Spindle Gouge

1/2” Gouge

Crown Cryo 
Pen Making Tool Set code: 506399

Three tools for pen making or similar small projects, all with 
3.1/2” cryogenically treated  blades and 5.1/2” black ash 
handles. 

The set consists of a 1/4” deep flute gouge for roughing to size,  a 
1/2” oval skew for fine finishing cuts and a 1/8” parting tool for end 
grain square cuts or sizing.  Just add some pen blanks and a lathe!

http://www.axminster.co.uk/crown-cryo-turning-tool-set-211384?sel=211384
http://www.axminster.co.uk/crown-cryo-miniature-turning-tool-set-506400?sel=506400
http://www.axminster.co.uk/crown-cryo-pen-making-tool-set-506399?sel=506399
http://www.axminster.co.uk/crown-axminster-turning-tool-set-900468?sel=900468
http://www.axminster.co.uk/crown-cryo-roughing-gouges-ax946383
http://www.axminster.co.uk/crown-cryo-spindle-gouges-ax822017
http://www.axminster.co.uk/crown-detail-gouge-111062?sel=111062
http://www.axminster.co.uk/crown-cryo-skew-chisels-ax822016
http://www.axminster.co.uk/crown-cryo-radiused-rolled-edge-skew-chisel-506407
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3/4” Square End

Side Cut 3/4” 
Diamond

Crown Cryo Scrapers

3/4” Round Nose 506511
3/4” Square End 506512
Side Cut 3/4” Diamond  506513

 Code

A range of scrapers from Crown Tools, all made to their usual 
high performance and quality standards: three sizes of both 
round nose and square end, round and diamond ended side 
cut scrapers for finishing inside bowls. 

The dovetail scraper is used for preparing the bases on bowls 
ready for chuck mounting and the undercut scraper is designed 
for those awkward little jobs like overhanging bowl rims. All these 
tools benefit from cryogenic treatment of the blades resulting in 
less frequent sharpening. 

3/4” Round Nose

Crown Mini  
Revolution Hollowing Tool

Mini Hollowing Tool 506382
Midi Hollowing Tool 506515
Replacement Scraper Tip 506383
Super Ring Cutter  506384

 Code

The Mini and Midi Revolution Hollowing Tools from Crown are 
excellent for the hollowing of small to medium hollow forms, 
goblets and boxes. 

The supplied “Super Ring” cutter features an adjustable brass 
limiter, which acts as a chipbreaker, limiting the depth of cut. In 
practice adjusting the angle at which the tool is presented to the 
work can also vary the depth of cut. These are very easy-to-use 
tools requiring little practice to master the techniques involved 
and can leave a great finish requiring minimal sanding. A shaped 
scraper cutter is also supplied should the surface require further 
refinement. Both the cutters are produced from cryogenically 
treated steel for excellent edge retention. 

Mini overall length 430mm(17”), Handle 250mm (10”), Midi 
overall length 575mm(22.5/8”), Handle 355mm (14”).

Crown Cryo Hollowing Tools

Small Hollowing Tool 211385
Medium Hollowing Tool 506398
Replacement Tips (Small) 212322

  Code

These hollowing tools from Crown benefit from cryogenic 
treatment to all of the supplied tips, which considerably 
prolongs the life of the cutting edges. 

The tools include a holder for the smaller tips plus two additional 
shaped tips for stock removal and shear scraping. Suitable for 
small to medium sized hollow forms and vessels with undercut 
rims these fine tools should prove a worthy addition to any 
discerning woodturner’s kit. A hex wrench for tip changes is 
supplied. Smaller tool measures 440mm overall with a 255mm x 
36mm handle and the larger sized tool 595mm overall  with a 355 
x 44mm handle 

Crown Cryo ‘Ellsworth’ 
Signature Gouges

3/8” 506408
1/2”  506516

 Code

Designed from tip to butt by David Ellsworth who has used 
his long professional experience to come up with a great 
performing tool that is almost all that is required to start and 
finish a bowl. 

The Ellsworth influence can be found in the cross section and 
length of flute, tip grind and the nicely shaped handle which 
gives control and balance. Hints and tips by David Ellsworth are 
supplied with each gouge. 

Crown Cryo Bowl Gouges

3/8” Bowl Gouge 210859
1/2” Bowl Gouge 210860
1/4” Bowl Gouge  506403

 Ex.vat Code

It has been known for some time that the cryogenic treatment 
of steel can improve the edge holding properties of hand 
tools. 

The combined effect of cryogenic processing is to produce a 
refined crystal structure in your hand tool that will give a lifetime’s 
service by producing a blade that will retain its edge longer and 
give a superior ‘feel’ in use. These quality woodturning tools from 
Crown are well balanced with good profiles and offer excellent 
value.

Crown Thin 
Parting Tool code: 900414

This is a 1/16” thick by 1.1/4” wide by 5” long knife-style tool 
with a 5” handle which creates the minimum of waste, useful 
when a number of pieces are required from one piece of wood. 

Can also be used for cutting narrow grooves.

Crown Fluted 
Parting Tool code: 900420

Three notable features of this elegant tool are its narrow 
width, fluted tip and wedge-shaped cross section. 

Not only does it part off with the minimum of effort and timber 
wastage but the fluted form to the tip produces scribing edges 
which give a clean cut on the faces of the timber. Also excellent for 
producing small beads. HSS blade, handle length 216mm( 8.1/2”.)

Crown Cryo Parting  
& Beading Tools

1/8” Standard Parting 506409
1/4” Standard Parting  506410
3/8” Beading and Parting 506411
1/8” Diamond Parting 506510
3/16” Diamond Parting  210858

 Ex.vat Code

A range of cryogenic HSS parting tools of the standard 
diamond and beading/parting designs, all with double 
bevelled cutting edges. 

The standard ones are rectangular in section and 1/2” deep; the 
diamond ones are relieved on the sides to reduce jamming in the 
cut whilst the beading and parting versions are square in section 
to allow for easier access around beads and other small details.  
Handle lengths are 8.1/2”.

1/8” Standard 
Parting 

1/4” Standard 
Parting

3/8” Beading 
and Parting

1/8” Diamond 
Parting

http://www.axminster.co.uk/crown-cryo-parting-beading-tools-ax946402?sel=506409
http://www.axminster.co.uk/crown-fluted-parting-tool-900420?sel=900420
http://www.axminster.co.uk/crown-cryo-round-end-scraper-506511?sel=506511
http://www.axminster.co.uk/crown-cryo-square-end-scraper-506512?sel=506512
http://www.axminster.co.uk/crown-cryo-diamond-side-cutting-scraper-506513?sel=506513
http://www.axminster.co.uk/crown-cryo-round-end-scraper-506511?sel=506511
http://www.axminster.co.uk/crown-cryo-square-end-scraper-506512?sel=506512
http://www.axminster.co.uk/crown-cryo-diamond-side-cutting-scraper-506513?sel=506513
http://www.axminster.co.uk/crown-thin-parting-tool-900414?sel=900414
http://www.axminster.co.uk/crown-cryo-hollowing-tools-ax808836
http://www.axminster.co.uk/crown-tips-for-cryo-hollowing-tool-212322?sel=212322
http://www.axminster.co.uk/crown-cryo-bowl-gouges-ax822013?sel=210859
http://www.axminster.co.uk/crown-midi-revolution-hollowing-tool-506515
http://www.axminster.co.uk/crown-mini-revolution-hollowing-tool-506382
http://www.axminster.co.uk/woodcut-scraper-tip-for-crown-mini-revolution-hollowing-tool-506383
http://www.axminster.co.uk/crown-cutter-for-mini-revolution-hollowing-tool-506384?sel=506384
http://www.axminster.co.uk/crown-cryo-ellsworth-signature-gouges-ax944456?sel=506408
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Crown Cryo  
Heavy Duty Scraper code: 506473

A massive 1” wide by 3/8” thick radius-ended scraper for 
vibration-free finishing work on the insides of bowls and 
similar work. 

There is a 10° shear angle on the curved section of the cryogenic 
HSS blade. Handle is 14” long.

Crown Cryo 
Euro Scraper code: 506472
The Crown Euro Scraper has a uniquely ground cutting profile, 
where the curved left hand side of the blade is used on the 
interior of a bowl and the straight right hand side on the 
exterior.  

Additionally, the massive cross-section of the blade and overall 
length of the tool ensures effective, vibration free scraping.  The 
cryogenically treated tool also means that more time can be 
spent at the lathe and less at the grinder. The scraper is made from 
M2 steel, which is cooled to a temperature as low as -300°. This 
changes the molecular structure of the steel to create an extremely 
hard edge, resulting in an extended time between regrinding. 

Fitted with a black ash handle with a silver ferrule. The overall 
length of the Crown scraper is 535mm (21”) with a 358mm 
(14”) handle.  The blade is 38mm (1.1/2”) wide, 9.5mm (3/8”) 
thick and 178mm (7”) long.

Crown Cryo 
Multi-Tip Scraper code: 506471

This is a useful, general purpose tool which combines three 
cryogenic HSS scraper shapes onto one handle. 

The round, square and pear-shaped tips are secured by a central 
screw and can be rotated to take up the best position for the job 
in hand.

Crown Cryo 
Bead Forming Tools

1/4”  506475
3/8”  506476

  Code

Great tools for the fast production of a series of beads of 
exactly the same dimensions. 

Offered in 1/4” and 3/8” with cryogenic HSS blades and 8.1/2” 
rosewood handles. Dimensions given are for the diameter of the 
bead, the tool is somewhat wider.

Crown Cryo Captive Ring Tools

1/4”  506466
3/8”   506467

  Code

Now benefitting from cryogenic treatment, these ingenious 
tools are used to produce rings that remain captured in the 
workpiece, such as found in babies’ rattles. 

Conventionally they have been produced in right and left hand 
patterns to produce the two sides of the ring but Crown, in their 
normal innovative manner, have produced a left and right handed 
combination tool which does both jobs. All you need to do is 
decide on the size and get turning.

Crown Cryo 
Three Point Tool code: 506469

Readers of Bill Jones’s “Notes from the Turning Shop” will 
recognise this extremely versatile tool. 

Bill would have been impressed by the excellent edge retention 
properties of cryogenic high speed steel. Used for planing cuts, 
end grain shoulders or finishing and rolling beads in all types 
of timber. As Bill says “It’s a beautiful non-digger”. Round bar, 10” 
overall length.

Crown Cryo ‘Beecham’ 
Skewchigouge code: 506468
A rather strange name for an interesting and versatile tool. 
Primarily used for spindle work, the Skewchigouge is, as the 
name suggests, a skew chisel and gouge combined in the one 
tool. 

When used with the face upwards, it is a gouge for forming beads 
and other details on the spindle and then, by rotating the tool 
through 90°, the chisel edge comes into play  for forming sharp 
and accurate shoulders.  With a cryogenic HSS blade it comes with 
Allan Beecham’s own instructions.

Crown Cryo 
Ring Tool code: 506474

With a dual bevelled cryogenic HSS ring, these tools provide a 
superb finish when hollowing into end grain. 

Either flat or curved shapes can be equally well accommodated. 
Fitted with a 8” handle.

1/4” 3/8”

Crown ‘Springett’  
Chinese Ball Tool Set code: 111065

Space does not permit a full description of how to turn the 
Chinese balls within balls, a fascinating item that will amaze 
those that view the finished item. 

Only the turner knows the secret and  
the skill involved. The set  
consists of the two tools  
and four cutters required  
to produce the 2.1/2”  
diameter Chinese ball.

http://www.axminster.co.uk/crown-cryo-multi-tip-scraper-506471?sel=506471
http://www.axminster.co.uk/crown-cryo-heavy-duty-scraper-506473?sel=506473
http://www.axminster.co.uk/crown-cryo-bead-forming-tools-ax946542
http://www.axminster.co.uk/crown-cryo-euro-scraper-506472
http://www.axminster.co.uk/crown-cryo-captive-ring-tools-ax944438?sel=506466
http://www.axminster.co.uk/crown-cryo-three-point-tool-506469?sel=506469
http://www.axminster.co.uk/crown-cryo-ring-tool-506474?sel=506474
http://www.axminster.co.uk/crown-cryo-beecham-skewchigouge-506468?sel=506468
http://www.axminster.co.uk/crown-springett-chinese-ball-tool-set-111065?sel=111065
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Crown 
Thread Chasers code: 111074

Crown thread chasers are designed for hand cutting male and 
female threads in hardwoods. 

As with all Crown tools they are supplied with attractive hardwood 
handles. Sold as a matched pair, male and female at 18 threads per 
inch.  Handles are 5”(125mm) long. 

Crown Mini Spiralling Tool

Mini Spiralling Tool 952463
Texturing Wheel for Mini Tool  952439

 Code

Surface decoration on turned work can certainly enhance the 
piece and when used in conjunction with colour and/or liming 
wax, some striking effects can be accomplished.

 This tool will produce spirals on your spindle work and the width 
of spiral can be changed by changing the angle of presentation 
to the work. To set this angle for consistent repeatable results, an 
indexing sleeve is attached to the main shaft of the tool with two 
hex head bolts. Two spiralling wheels are provided to further vary 
the effect, one wheel has 17 teeth and the other 27. 

Full instructions are supplied with the tool and a 17 tooth 
texturing wheel is available as an optional accessory (952439).

Crown Texturing and 
Spiralling Tool code: 952434

All the functions of the Crown texturing tool, but with the 
additional capability of being able to produce spirals on your 
turned work. 

The tool can be used to create some stunning effects that can 
alter the tactile and visual appearance of your turning. Bowls, 
boxes, goblets, candlesticks and many other projects could all be 
enhanced by the use of this tool. As well as the texturing wheel, 
an indexing sleeve and two types of spiralling cutter are included 
with this tool. For repeatable effects the angle of presentation 
can be locked in position by using the indexing sleeve. Full 
instructions included.

Crown Recess Tool code: 952594

If you make your own peppermills using CrushGrind® 
mechanisms, you will find this tool from Crown extremely 
useful. 

Made to their usual high performance and quality standards, the 
tool is 380mm overall with a 164mm blade. 

The Axminster Evolution Series Woodturning Handle has an 
overall length of 440mm (17.1/4”). 

The steel shaft has a comfortable medium/hard foam covering. The 
steel shaft adds mass, making the turning process much smoother. 
The covering is durable, comfortable and gives a positive non-slip 
grip while you are turning. The business end has a 12-13mm ER20 
collet, which firmly grips onto a 12.7mm(1/2”) diameter round 
bar. Originally intended for use with 12.7mm double-ended 

turning gouges, you can of course grip any turning tool whose bar 
diameter is between 12mm and 13mm. ER20 collets do not lock 
up like conventional collets. They are interchangeable; if you need 
to grip a different diameter bar, then you only need purchase a 
suitable size collet. The collet nut has a fine thread, producing a 
secure grip even when tightened by hand alone. 

The Axminster Evolution Series Woodturning Handle includes a 
C-spanner and tommy bar to release the nut if required.  

Axminster Evolution Series Woodturning Handle code: 102428

http://www.axminster.co.uk/crown-recess-tool-952594?sel=952594
http://www.axminster.co.uk/crown-mini-spiralling-tool-952463
http://www.axminster.co.uk/crown-texturing-wheel-for-mini-spiralling-tool-952439
http://www.axminster.co.uk/crown-texturing-and-spiralling-tool-952434?sel=952434
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-evolution-series-woodturning-handle-102428?sel=102428
http://www.axminster.co.uk/crown-thread-chasers-111074?sel=111074


The Woodcut Pro-Forme hollowing system is one of the finest 
freehand hollowing tools on the market. It has a hardened 
M2 high speed steel cutter that is open on the side to prevent 
clogging, which is common with other end grain/hollowing 
tools. 

Its adjustable safety gauge determines the depth of cut and 
prevents dig-ins. Each cutter is both re-sharpenable using a 
diamond file and replaceable to ensure a long working life. The 
straight shaft is the most frequently used tool, it will produce the 
opening and remove the wood down the sides and across the 
bottom of the vessel. The slight and heavy bent tools are designed 

for working under the shoulder of the workpiece through a 
smaller opening or with a reverse curve shape that limits the 
approach of the straight tool. 

The 20” (508mm) spigot handle has a comfortable cushioned grip 
for long periods at the lathe and if required two handles can be 
fitted together for extra length. 

All Pro-Forme tools feature a heavy duty 5/8” diameter shaft that 
will reach up to 10” over the tool rest. 

The Pro-Forme starter kit includes a handle, cutter head and 
a straight shaft or you can buy the handle separately and 
choose which shaft type you would like. 
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Woodcut Pro-Forme Hollowing System code: 504443
Woodcut Bowlsaver 
Bowl Coring System
If you are hollowing out a large bowl, it is such a shame that all 
of the material being removed ends up on the workshop floor 
as shavings. The prospect of being able to produce a nest of 
bowls from one blank is a very attractive option and by using 
the Bowlsaver coring device this becomes a simple operation.

The Woodcut Bowlsaver is attached to the lathe via the tool 
post and is also supported by a Morse taper that fits into the 
tailstock (MT2). The Bowlsaver uses two curved blades to give 
a combination of cuts that will remove blanks from 75mm (3”) 
up to 300mm (12”) from the inside of the outer bowl. The depth 
that the blades will go into the wood can be adjusted from zero 
up to 130mm (5”). This in essence will remove a bowl 300mm 

(12”) x 130mm (5”) from the outer bowl. It works very well on 
either seasoned or unseasoned timber and if turned unseasoned, 
the resulting bowl blanks can be put aside for seasoning and 
finishing at a later date. We would recommend a minimum power 
requirement of 1hp for using this system. N.B. In addition to the 
Bowlsaver, you will need to choose the correct diameter tool post 
to suit your lathe from those listed. 

Woodcut Mill Drill code: 504464
The Woodcut MillDrill™ was designed to make the production 
of pepper grinders, that utilise the CrushGrind® mechanism, 
easier and quicker. However, it is a versatile tool and with 
some adjustment to the cutters it can be used to cut a wide 
range of hole sizes making it unnecessary to buy a number of 
drill bits. It can also act as a chuck for drill bits and Forstner 
bits with 10mm shanks.

This unit incorporates a No2 Morse Taper so it will fit into the 
tailstock of most lathes, this means the drilling process can be 
done on a lathe.

It has been pre-sharpened ready for immediate use but will need 
to be sharpened again when the cutters become dull or blunt. 
How regularly you sharpen the cutters will depend on the timber 
being used; however, regular touch-ups can be done with a 
diamond lap stone.

Bowlsaver 951128
Tool Post 1” Dia 951129
Tool Post 25mm Dia  951130

 Code

If you find a particularly interesting bowl blank or have 
spent good money on one, the Woodcut Bowlsaver MAX3 can 
effectively quadruple your output. 

Four bowls from a single blank has to be a good option. Using 
the Bowlsaver MAX3 coring device, it becomes a relatively simple 
operation, saving the bulk of your investment from ending up in 
a heap of shavings. If you use the MAX3 to cut a number of cores 
from a green timber blank, there is the double bonus of more 
blanks and a shorter time before you can finish the bowls.

The Woodcut Bowlsaver MAX3 comes with three Stellite tipped 
semicircular-shaped blades.  These give you the potential to 
remove cores from 450mm to 75mm in diameter from the inside of 
the outer blank. The depth that the blades will go into the wood is 

adjustable from zero up to 150mm. The small blade’s range is from 
75mm to 180mm; the middle blade is 200mm to 300mm and the 
large blade from 320mm to 450mm (depth 150 mm). The Stellite 
cutting tips will easily give you up to 500 bowl blanks, depending 
on the type of wood. Use a diamond file to sharpen the tips.

The Woodcut Bowlsaver MAX3 attaches to your lathe using a tool 
post and a Morse taper stub that fits into the tailstock of your lathe 
(MT2). This solid double support results in smooth, accurate results 
every time. 

The Woodcut Bowlsaver MAX3 is suitable for lathes with swing 
between 400mm and 635mm and a minimum motor power of 
1.5kW (2hp) In addition to the Bowlsaver, you will need to choose 
the correct diameter tool post to suit your lathe from those listed.

Woodcut 
Bowlsaver MAX3 code: 103079

A Woodcut MAX3 Toolpost is necessary to attach the 
Bowlsaver to the tool rest banjo of your woodturning lathe. 
Accurate machining guarantees a good fit on your lathe. 

Check the diameter of your existing banjo stem or refer to your 
lathe’s manual.  Each MAX3 Toolpost comes with a depth ring and 
hex key. 

Please note, the Toolpost length may need reducing for some 
models of lathe.

Woodcut Bowlsaver 
MAX3 Toolposts

Bowlsaver MAX3 1” Toolpost 103080
Bowlsaver MAX3 25mm Toolpost 103081
Bowlsaver MAX3 30mm Toolpost 103082

 Code

http://www.axminster.co.uk/woodcut-pro-forme-hollowing-system-ax889248?sel=504443
http://www.axminster.co.uk/woodcut-mill-drill-504464?sel=504464
http://www.axminster.co.uk/woodcut-bowlsaver-max3-toolposts-ax969459?sel=103080
http://www.axminster.co.uk/woodcut-bowlsaver-bowl-coring-system-951128?sel=951128
http://www.axminster.co.uk/woodcut-bowlsaver-max3-103079?sel=103079
http://www.axminster.co.uk/woodcut-bowlsaver-toolpost-1-diameter-951129?sel=951129
http://www.axminster.co.uk/woodcut-bowlsaver-toolpost-25mm-diameter-951130?sel=951130
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Axminster 
Abrasive  
Strip Kit
code: 140435

Axminster  
Bowl Sander code: 010046

Axminster Deluxe 
Bowl Sanding KitEvolution Series  

Woodturners Smock

Axminster 
Abrasive 
Mesh Strip 
Kit 
code: 506381

Four 6m rolls of 25mm wide 'J' weight  
cloth backed abrasive, all stored in one handy dispenser. 

Wonderfully useful for all manner of small general sanding jobs 
and great for woodturners. The grit sizes of 150, 240, 320 and 400 
have been selected for fine finishing rather than hard cutting work.

A very useful device for sanding the insides of bowls and other 
hollow forms on the lathe. 

The 50mm sanding disc is secured to a rotating foam pad with 
hook and loop fixing so it is easy to change the grade of the 
abrasive as the finishing process progresses. The angle of the head 
can be varied to suit the shape of the bowl. Ten abrasive discs are 
included with the sander and replacements are available. Overall 
length is 300mm.

Before applying a surface finish to your bowls, it is desirable to 
leave a surface without any visible sanding marks. This can be 
difficult using normal methods and all too often, tell tale rings 
are left to spoil your best efforts for a perfect finish. 

One of the best ways of eliminating this problem is to use a 
rotating sanding pad driven by the rotation of the lathe. By 
working through different grit types starting with the coarsest 
and applying light pressure, you can achieve a surface suitable 
for the finish of your choice. The Axminster Deluxe bowl sanding 
kit contains two 75mm pads, two 50mm pads and a comfortable 
cushioned grip handle with an adjustable head for easy access to 
your work. 

N.B. Do not use heavy pressure or you will simply generate 
excessive heat which in turn could lead to the deterioration 
of the sponge pad. The abrasive discs will need to purchased 
separately.

Five 6m rolls of  
25mm mesh abrasive, all stored in one handy dispenser. 
Wonderfully useful for all manner of small general sanding 
jobs and excellent for woodturners. 

Mesh abrasives are fast cutting but generate less heat. They are less 
prone to clogging and they are double sided too offering twice as 
much abrasive area. The grit sizes of 180, 240, 320, 400 and 600 offer 
a great range for fine finishing of your work.

•  Comfortable and practical for long 
days at the lathe

•  Hard wearing cotton twill

•  High collar prevents shavings 
getting inside

•  Heavy-duty, full length front zip 
with closure

•  Two rear pockets and pencil 
breast pocket

•  Short sleeved for safety

Sanding Kit 951142
50mm Pads Soft/Hard (Pair) 952436

 CodeMedium 36"-40" 102652
Large 40"-44" 102653
XLarge 44"-48" 102654

 Code

An economically priced and useful item for cutting internal 
and external threads in wood. 

Each kit comprises a screw box with which to make the male 
thread and two matching wood taps, one starter and one bottom 
tap with which to produce the female thread. Used to produce nut 
crackers, join turned parts, wooden nuts and bolts, toys etc. 

Recommended pilot hole diameters for the female threads, 
1/2” x 8tpi (Pilot Hole Dia 3/8”), 3/4” x 6tpi (Pilot Hole Dia 5/8”), 
1” x 6tpi (Pilot Hole Dia 7/8”) and 1.1/2” x 6tpi (Pilot Hole Dia 
1.3/8”) .

Axminster Wood 
Thread Cutting Kit

1/2” x 8tpi (Pilot Hole Dia 3/8”)  340212
3/4” x 6tpi (Pilot Hole Dia 5/8”)  340213
1” x 6tpi (Pilot Hole Dia 7/8”)  340209
1.1/2” x 6tpi (Pilot Hole Dia 1.3/8”)  340210
Replacement (Box) Cutter  340214

 Code

Two sets of turner’s calipers, large or small, which between 
them should be able to cover most measuring situations. 

Each set contains one double ended pair for measuring wall 
thicknesses (type 1) and an inside/outside pair for checking 
diameters (type 2). In both cases the two ends of the calipers 
produce the same setting, allowing measurements to be made 
without removing them from the work.

Capacities are: Small Set - type 1: 120mm, type 2 190mm. 
Large Set - type 1: 220mm, type 2 260mm

Axminster Turner’s Calipers

Large 100071
Small 100072

 Code

The legs of these calipers pivot on a roller and are tensioned 
with a bow spring. 

Available in internal and external form and in a range of sizes.

Axminster Spring Calipers

Internal 100mm 201103
Internal 150mm 201104
Internal 200mm 201105
External 100mm 201106
External 150mm 201107
External 200mm  201108

 Code

http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-abrasive-strip-kit-140435?sel=140435
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-abrasive-mesh-strip-kit-506381?sel=506381
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-evolution-series-woodturners-smock-ax966222?sel=102652
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-bowl-sander-010046?sel=010046
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-deluxe-bowl-sanding-kit-951142
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-wood-thread-cutting-kit-ax21303
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-cutter-for-wood-thread-cutting-kit-340214?sel=340214
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-turner-s-calipers-ax29722
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-spring-calipers-ax22384
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SECTION

Like almost all woodworking 
activities, using a lathe presents 
it’s own unique set of problems, 
the most important of which is 
that the the turner should be 
provided with a sufficient level of 
protection. 

Unless approached with a degree 
of caution, a piece of timber 
spinning at high speed in the lathe 
may present the unwary novice or 
even a seasoned turner with an 
unexpected or unwelcome surprise.
It makes sense to ensure that eyes, 
ears and lungs are provided with 
the highest level of protection and 
in addition, although not essential, 
it’s also worth considering a 
dedicated Evolution turner’s smock 
where the high Velcro tabbed 
throat closure prevents chippings 
from entering under it’s collar.
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This positive pressure powered respirator eliminates the drawbacks encountered with standard 
negative pressure face masks. 
The motor unit blows filtered air down over your face at a rate 
of 160L/min. Fatigue caused by having to suck through a filter 
is no longer a problem; breathing is normal and comfortable. 
The air exiting around the sides and bottom of the mask is 
at slightly higher pressure than that outside, so forms a most 
effective seal. Beards are not a problem. If you wear glasses, 
these will not fog or mist up as you breathe out. With the 
motor and filters mounted on the peak of the bump cap and 
the battery at the rear, the balance of the APF 10 Evolution 
unit is excellent. Combined with the low overall weight (680g), 
it is very comfortable. 

The Li-Ion battery gives you a run time of 8 hours on a full 

charge. The filters are easy to inspect and replace. The bump 
cap’s outer cover is removable for washing. The unit provides 
FFP2 respiratory protection to EN12941:1988 TH1P. The bump 
cap gives head protection to EN812. The clear visor gives 
you a wide field of vision along with impact protection to 
EN.166.B.1. 

Supplied with an 8-hour battery, plus charger, two filters, a 
flow-rate meter and complete instructions all within a strong 
storage box. You only get one pair of lungs.

Evolution® is a registered trade mark of JSP Ltd, used under 
licence by Axminster Tool Centre Ltd.

Please note we are unable to ship this product to Germany.

ENJOY YOUR TIME WOODWORKING
Any workshop activity deserves the best investment to protect your health

The two golden rules of investing are knowing when to buy the right stock and 
protecting your assets over the long term. When you're investing your time in 
woodworking, the Axminster Evolution APF10 Powered Respirator is one of those 
assets that will look after you for years to come.

APF 10 Evolution Powered Respirator  code: 101809
Li-ion battery 
gives 8 hours 
run time

Constant clean airflow 
at 160L/min eliminates 
breathing resistance

FFP2 respiratory 
protection to 
EN12941:1988 TH1P

Bump cap provides 
head protection to 
EN812

Full face visor for clear 
vision and impact 
protection to EN.166.B.1

Lightweight 
(680g) and 
well balanced, 
excellent 
comfort

P.H.

A must have for any turner.

Not only do you have a good view of the job in hand, you have a 
stream of clean relatively cool air gently wafting past your face. 
No dust up your nose and no chance of your glasses misting up. 
An excellent product which is easy to use, comfortable and secure 
without being intrusive. Highly recommended.

P.H.

Asthma protection

As an asthma sufferer and wearing glasses I found this respirator 
a relief. I hated the usual throwaway dust masks which pushed my 
glasses up and heated up my face. Air gently flows over your face 
keeping the visor free from clouding (best to start it before putting 
on) and protects not only from airborne particles but wood chips etc 
that fly past. Would highly recommend. Big expense but well worth it 
for clean lungs. Light on your head too and comfortable fit.

Spare parts for the APF 
10 Evolution Powered 
Respirator can be 
found on page42

http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-apf-10-evolution-powered-respirator-101809?sel=101809
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APF 10 EVOLUTION POWERED 
RESPIRATOR SPARES

APF 10 Evolution Powered Respirator
Impact Visor code: 101843

APF 10 Evolution Powered Respirator
Main Filters TH1P (Pkt 2) code: 101849

APF 10 Evolution 
Powered Respirator
Face Seal 

code: 101842

APF 10 Evolution Powered Respirator
Pre-Filter Pad (Pkt 10) code: 101850

Big Blue Ear 
Defenders 
for Evolution 
Respirator

code: 102168

The visor is impact protective and conforms to EN 166. 

This replacement includes the push fit clips for attaching it to your 
Evolution Powered Respirator.

The Evolution Powered Respiratory protection system is a 
lightweight and ergonomic solution able to work efficiently in 
very dusty environments. 

How long filter cartridges last is down to the level of 
contamination in a particular working environment. Whenever 
possible check the airflow of the unit prior to use. To fit new filters 
align the fittings on the filter with those on the filter housing, 
push fit and tighten. Supplied as a pair, these filters feature a high 
capacity pleated filter cartridge giving FFP2 equivalent protection. 
The high efficiency sub-micron particulate filters have a high 
impact polystyrene front and back.

This replacement face seal for the Evolution 
Powered Respirator attaches using hook and loop 
strips, providing you with a high level of protection.

These pre-filters for the Evolution Powered Respirator fit onto 
the main filter. 

They will greatly extend the useful life of the main filter by 
removing larger particles of dust contamination before the air 
passes through the main filter. Supplied as a pack of ten.

The Big Blue Ear Defenders are suitable for use in medium 
duty industrial and outdoor environments. 

You can wear these with the Axminster APF 10 Evolution Powered 
Respirator. They feature a flexible strap to allow behind-the-head 
fitting of the headband. A generously padded headband and soft, 
wide foam ear cushions add up to a high comfort level even when 
worn for extended periods. The large foam filled ABS ear cups 
offer excellent attenuation. Conforms to EN 352-1.

Personal Safety Kit - Masks, 
Specs, Gloves, Defenders code: 718735

This safety kit comprises JSP Martcare Moulded Valved Respirators, 
Axminster Deluxe Ear Defenders, uvex Unipur 6639 Work Gloves 
and 3M Virtua Safety Spectacles.

JSP Martcare Moulded Valved Respirators
These FFP2 masks protect from particles between 2-5 microns, 
including fine dust, fibres, aqueous and oil based mists. These 
masks protect you when using power tools, drilling masonry or 
using an angle grinder. The valves offer low breathing resistance, 
allowing prolonged use without causing fatigue. FFP2 supplied in 
a pack of 10. Conforms to EN149.

Axminster Deluxe Ear Defenders
Neatly folding for hygienic storage these comfortable fully 
adjustable ear defenders have good attenuation (31dB). Suitable 
for frequent use either at home or in the workshop. Made to 
EN352 standard.

uvex Unipur 6639 Work Gloves
Lightweight and flexible, these gloves have palms coated with 
polyurethane. They offer excellent dexterity combined with 
high abrasion resistance. Designed for dry environments or light 
moisture. Abrasion level 4, comfortable and easy to wear. EN388 - 4 
1 3 1.

3M Virtua Safety Spectacles
Comfortable, impact-resistant specs with a lightweight frame. 
All round vision from the wrap lens that fits snug against the 
face for better coverage. Integral side shields and brow guard. 
Polycarbonate lenses absorb 99.9% UV. Meets the requirements of 
EN 166:2001.

3M Aura 9322+ 
Disposable Respirator code: 501428

Fold flat respirator from the 3M Comfort series. The three 
sculpted panels have been designed for greater facial 
movement ensuring a good seal and high performance, along 
with a better fit for use with eyewear. 

The bonded top panel helps direct breathe away to reduce 
misting, while the shaped lower flap helps to ensure that the mask 
is correctly positioned. Low breathing resistance for very effective 
filtration. Suitable for moderate levels of dust/oil or water based 
mists. FFP2 rating, with an assigned protection factor of 10 (APF 
10). 3M Cool Flow valve for effective removal of heat and moisture 
and less exhalation effort. Classification EN 149:2001 FFP2 NR D, 
APF 10. Supplied in pack of five.

http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-apf-10-evolution-powered-respirator-impact-visor-101843?sel=101843
http://www.axminster.co.uk/big-blue-ear-defenders-for-evolution-respirator-102168?sel=102168
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-apf-10-evolution-powered-respirator-main-filters-th1p-pkt-2-101849?sel=101849
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-apf-10-evolution-powered-respirator-pre-filter-pad-pkt-10-101850?sel=101850
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-apf-10-evolution-powered-respirator-face-seal-101842?sel=101842
http://www.axminster.co.uk/personal-safety-kit-masks-specs-gloves-defenders-718735?sel=718735
http://www.axminster.co.uk/3m-aura-9322-disposable-respirator-501428?sel=501428
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FFP3 (101544)

The design of the Typhoon™ Horizontal fold flat masks makes 
for better fitting and clearer vision. 

A foam area around the inside of the mask provides a perfect fit 
and reduces misting of eyewear. The welded nose piece prevents 
any irritation and gives a close fit. The latex free adjustable strap 
allows the mask to fit comfortably and snug. The Typhoon™ mask 
has a unique silicone valve which continues to perform effectively 
even at very low temperatures. The unique OverFlow Valve system 
reduces internal heat, CO² and moisture build-up greatly reducing 
fatigue during extended periods of use.

FFP2: 94% efficiency (minimum), offers protection against dust 
and water-based mists and fumes, where an assigned protection 
factor of up to 10 is required. Suitable for DIY jobs, brick and clay 

dust, woodworking, animal feed (hay and grain). Also prevents 
pollen allergies.

FFP3: offers protection against very fine dusts, fumes, water and 
oil based mists or aerosols, where an assigned protection factor of 
up to 20 is required. Suitable for heavy manufacturing processes, 
pharmaceutical, steel and construction industry, and limited 
welding.

Both levels conform to EN149:2001+A1:2009.

Supplied in packs of 10, hygienically and individually packed.

JSP Typhoon Fold Flat Valved Respirators

Typhoon Respirator Valved FFP2 (Pkt 10) 101543
Typhoon Respirator Valved FFP3 (Pkt 10) 101544

 Code

FFP2 (101543)

Neatly folding for hygienic storage these comfortable fully 
adjustable ear defenders have good attenuation (31dB). 

More than suitable for frequent use either at home or in the 
workshop. Made to EN352 standard.

Axminster Deluxe 
Ear Defenders code: 340439

FFP2 (101537) FFP3 (101540)

JSP Vertical Fold Flat Valved Respirators

These handy sized and easily pocketed, individually packed 
masks hygienically fold flat when not in use. 

The ergonomic shape provides an efficient fit. Available in either 
FFP2 or FFP3 levels, both conforming to EN149:2001+A1:2009.

FFP2: 94% efficiency (minimum), offers protection against dust 
and water-based mists and fumes, where an assigned protection 
factor of up to 10 is required. Suitable for DIY jobs, brick and clay 
dust, woodworking, animal feed (hay and grain). Also prevents 
pollen allergies.

FFP3: offers protection against very fine dusts, fumes, water and 
oil based mists or aerosols, where an assigned protection factor of 
up to 20 is required. Suitable for heavy manufacturing processes, 
pharmaceutical, steel and construction industry, and limited 
welding.

Supplied in packs of 10, hygienically and individually packed.

Vertical Respirator Valved FFP2 (Pkt 10) 101537
Vertical Fold Flat Respirator Valved FFP3 (Pkt 10) 101540

 Code

One of our best selling goggles, giving essential eye protection 
and ultimate comfort, having uvex 'surpervision extreme' 
technology meaning the lens cannot steam up. 

Protection for any activity involving tools and where there is a 
possible danger to your eyes. Chemical resistant, anti scratch, 100% 
UV protection and provides all round vision. The soft shroud adapts 
to facial curves for a perfect seal, exceptionally comfortable and 
there is good side protection, even when worn with prescription 
spectacles. Class 1 polycarbonate lens, CE approved EN166 1B 349.

uvex Ultra Comfort 
Safety Goggles code: 310226

A real innovation from uvex. These are the next generation in 
glove, offering both dexterity and grip. Designed specifically 
for the engineering and automotive sectors. 

From the inside to outside, uvex have considered it all. The 
phynomic gloves are produced to uvex's standard meaning 
they have been tested for skin reactions; they are free from both 
DMF (Dimethylformamide) and TEA (Triethanolamine) and are 
therefore ideal for allergy sufferers. The ergonomic moulded hand 
shape fits like a second skin allowing precision feel (we tested 
them by putting together Lego® figures!). They stretch and blend 
to the hand due to the soft fine knit meaning you forget you are 
wearing them, even if you have them on for a long time. The M1 
foam aqua polymer coating on the palm and fingers is breathable 
whilst absorbing oil, in fact the more oil they absorb the greater 
the grip. They are robust, offer good abrasion resistance and are 
a real durable alternative to disposable gloves that give little or 
no protection and cause sweaty hands. Conforming to EN 388 – 3 
1 3 1, they have the following ratings: Abrasion Resistance Level 
3 (max 4), Cut Resistance Level 1 (max 5), Tear Resistance Level 
3 (max4) and Penetration Resistance Level 1 (max 4). They are 
approved to Oeko-Tex Standard 100.

uvex Phynomic M1 FOAM 3D 
Precision Glove - Size 9 (L) code: 501508

Whatever your head size and shape, these self-adjusting 
safety glasses give a very comfortable secure fit. 

3M™ 'pressure diffusion temple' technology allows the temples 
to naturally adjust to your head without increased pressure on 
the face for all day use. Class 1 impact polycarbonate lenses with 
anti-scratch and anti-fog coating for performance and durability 
with UV protection. Stylish in design and with a weight of just 18g. 
EN:166:200. Lens: Clear 2C-1.2 3M 1FT.

3M SecureFit SF200 
Safety Spectacles code: 506151

The u-sonic goggles weigh in at just 68g and the compact 
design makes them less obtrusive. 

They are easy to clean, comfortable to wear and offer high levels 
of protection. The low profile, wraparound design fits men and 
women equally well. The u-sonic has a comfortable soft seal 
frame which easily adapts to fit a wider range of facial shapes and 
features. 

uvex u-sonic Slim Clear
Safety Goggle code: 102136

http://www.axminster.co.uk/jsp-typhoon-fold-flat-valved-respirators-ax956169?sel=101543
http://www.axminster.co.uk/jsp-vertical-fold-flat-valved-respirators-ax956167?sel=101537
http://www.axminster.co.uk/uvex-phynomic-m1-foam-3d-precision-glove-size-9-l-501508?sel=501508
http://www.axminster.co.uk/axminster-deluxe-ear-defenders-340439?sel=340439
http://www.axminster.co.uk/uvex-ultra-comfort-safety-goggles-310226?sel=310226
http://www.axminster.co.uk/3m-securefit-sf200-safety-spectacles-ax930311?sel=506151
http://www.axminster.co.uk/uvex-u-sonic-slim-clear-safety-goggle-102136?sel=102136
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Our Best sellers! There’s plenty more from CRAFTPROKITS at axminster.co.uk

For personal and unique gifts, pen & project kits are 
always a favourite. We’ve carefully selected a key range 

of pen and project kits, perfect for this season’s craft fairs 
and beyond. 

There’s something for everyone, from traditional pen designs to the 
those full of character; whatever design combination you choose you 

can be sure of it’s individuality. 

PEN KITS
With over 70 kits to choose from,  in 

various colours and patterns to make a 

truly, personalised pen.

BLANKS
Add a little flair with a striking pen blank 

in a variety of materials.

PROJECT KITS
Create unique gifts and decorations to 

sell at this seasons craft fairs or as a gift 

for a loved one.

ACCESSORIES
From getting started to the finishing 

touches, accessories to support every 

step of your process.

http://www.axminster.co.uk/craftprokits
http://knowledge.axminster.co.uk
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